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NOMENCLATURE
A array of coefficients for pressure Eqs. (4.16)
and (4.23).
A ,A amplitudes of zero and first order Fourier
series representation of response.
Cl
B = * 2 nondimensional gas film force constant of stiff-
m6 (w)
ness.
B array of constants for pressure Eqs. (4.16).
B width of Rayleigh step pad.
B1,B2 width of Rayleigh step pad with gas film.
C2
C =m * nondimensional constant of gas film damping
coefficient.
C array of coefficients for pressure Eq. (4.16).
D array of constants for pressure Eq. (4.23).
D1,D2 conventional constants in relations (3.30) and
(3.40).
En en/8 nondimensional amplitude of Fourier series ex-
pansion of disturbance.
F,G algebraic equations of A and Ao
H = h/8 nondimensional gas film thickness.
idH
H = nondimensional velocity of gas film thickness.
Hs,i=(Hi+ Hi-1 3  array of coefficients in (4.10).
I,114, 5 nonlinear integrals in (3.26)(3.27) and (3.28)
respectively.
I P RdX  in phase gas film reaction of complex pressure
profile,
N number of grids in Chapter II.
viii
P a P/Pa nondimensional pressure of gas film.
PoPc zero and first order of P in (4.12).
PIPR imaginary and real part of Pc"
Q - PH pressure field parameter in (2.27).
Q - q/m& * 2  nondimensional force excitation.
R universal gas constant.
R - r/ro nondimensional radius.
R residue in (3.13).
R P IdX out of phase gas film reaction of complex pressure
profile.
81' 2  parameters in (3.29).
T," - t nondimensional time.
T torque in Section 2.3.
U -wr velocity of the driving surface.
C
W - . load acted on the ring to get equilibrium at
0 H- .
XI a o - H coordinate and response of gas film in (3.2).
X - x/B coordinate for infinite-width pad.
X M PR' j vector of unknown i and P in (4.23).
ao,boCodoeo fo arrays of coefficients in pressure Eqs. (4.17).
ag,b,,c .,an,bncn, arrays of coefficients in pressure Eqs. (4.15).
d,e,f
c1,c 2  constants in gas film force approximation ( 2.16).
H - Ho disturbance of gas film thickness in (4.11).
h gas film thickness.
j imaginary number in (4.21).
ix
5 Ck 3.5 stiffness of gas film force.2 3.5H
o
m mass of the ring in (3.1); mass of the pad per
unit length in (4.26).
m critical mass for stability in (4.29).
n = 2r number of revolution of the motor per second.
nl,n 2  powers of H for gas film force in (2.16).
p pressure of gas film.
Pa ambient pressure of gas film
qi mass flow rate.
q magnitude of excitational force.
r radius
t time
x coordinate in the length of infinitely wide
step pad.
Dimensions
p FT2L "4  density of gas film
SFTL -2  coefficient of viscosity
6 L step deepth.
A = 2L/B 0 bearing number
P 6
a
A= H - i 0 stepped discontinuity at (i,j) grid
point..
e 8 angular position
G  0 angle of ground area of step pad.
L  0 angle of landing area of step pad.
x
wGT " I  rotational velocity.
Sf OT-1 frequency of excitational force.
W* T-1 natural frequency based on the lineariza-
tion of Eq. (3.1).
- f
w -* 0 Normalized facing frequency.
en L magnitude n-th order excitation.
aphase difference between the response
and the excitation.
A 0 determinent defined in (3.35).
T-l threshold frequency.






Among many geometrical profiles which generate hydrodynamic pressure
in fluid-film bearings, the step geometry is one of the most proficient
methods to achieve this purpose. This discovery was first made by Lord
Rayleigh in 1918 (Ref. 1 ), and subsequently there have been many
contributions (Refs. 2 to 8 ) on the prediction of the performance of
the Rayleigh-step thrust as well as journal bearings.
Recently, there has been another significant application of the
Rayleigh-step bearing in the field of dynamic sealing in advanced air-
breathing propulsion systems (Ref. 9 ). In this application, a series
of Rayleigh-step pads is employed on the high-pressure side of a face
seal in order to maintain a small steady gap (in the order of 0.001")
between a one-tooth laybrinth and the high-speed rotor surface (Fig. 1 ).
The flat step is shrouded in order to minimize the side leakage. These
pads function strictly as hydrodynamic thrust bearings operate in the
high-ambient pressure, and provide the necessary stiffness to maintain a
steady gap. The satisfactory operation of this type of seals depends
critically on the dynamic performance of these thrust pads in the
presence of an oscillatory force or a disturbance due to rotor run-out
or rotor unevenness.
So far, the investigations on shrouded, Rayleigh-step bearings have
been restricted to the prediction of the static performance (Ref. 10 )
only. The dynamic characteristics of this type of thrust-pads have not
been given much attention. It is the main objective of this report to
study the influence of the nonlinear, gas-film,restoring and damping forc4
upon the response of the pad to a given forcing function or disturbance.
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Specifically, the work reported herein fulfills the following
objectives:
1. To develop a gas-film analysis of purely hydrodynamic,
Rayleigh-step pad to calculate the quasistatic stiffness and
damping, which depend not only on the operating conditions
but also on the vibration of the system.
2. To extend the analysis to the nonlinear axial response of
the stationary ring due to any external force excitation or
any disturbances induced by the rotor misalignment or surface
waviness.
3. To develop a stability analysis of the infinitely
wide, single-step pad to explore whether there exists any
thresholds of stability for the system.
1.2 Historical Survey
In 1918, after Reynolds' theory of thick film lubrication became
generally accepted, Lord Rayleigh (Ref. I ) first applied the theory and
discovered that an optimum profile for the load capacity of a slider
bearing is a flat step. The method of the calculus of variations was
used to optimize the shape of slider bearing to an infinitely long,
incompressible film. From then on, any hydrodynamic bearings composing
of two sections of parallel surface film are called Rayleigh-step bearings.
The optimized geometry of a Rayleigh-step slider and its corresponding
optimized, non-dimensional, load capacity for an incompressible film can
be found in most textbooks on lubrication (Ref. 11 ). For compressible
gas film, the optimized, one-dimensional, Rayleigh-step bearing was analyzed
by Wylie and Maday in 1970 (Ref. 2). The load capacity of an optimized step
-3-
bearing was found to be slightly lower at low bearing number but much
higher at higher bearing number than the load capacity of an incompressible,
optimized slider bearing.
The problem of a two-dimensional, Rayleigh-step, thrust bearing has
not received much attention until 1954, C. F. Kettleborough (Ref. 3)
solved the pressure profile and calculated the load capacity for the step
thrust bearing by Relaxation methods. In 1955 (Ref.fY)he applied the
analogy method contributed by A. Kingsbury (Ref. 12) to investigate the
pressure profile for an oil-lubricated step bearing by an electrolytic tank.
In 1959, using air as the lubricant, K. C. Kochi (Ref. 6) showed the
characteristics of an infinitely-wide, Rayleigh-step, thrust pad by the
use of semi-graphical method. He demonstrated that an analytical solution
to express the pressure profile explicitly is extremely difficult, because
the Reynolds equation for a compressible film is nonlinear.
In 1961, J. S. Ausmann (Ref. 7) made certain approximations to
linearize the Reynolds equation for a compressible film, and obtained a
series solution of the pressure and load for a self-acting, stepped, sector,
thrust bearing by the aid of Neumann polynomial. He obtained the numerical
solutions for the optimized number of sectors and step depth for the maxi-
mum load carrying capacity.
Recently, Cheng, Chow and Wilcock (Ref. 8) presented some results
for shrouded, Rayleigh-step pad used as a flexible face seal. The pres-
sure generation and static stability of this type of surface profiles
using as a flexible seal ring was discussed, and the effectiveness of
hydrodynamic action was confined to the static stiffness characteristics
of gas film. The influence of the nonlinear gas-film forces and the
question of gas-film stability of the hydrodynamic, Rayleigh-step pad
-4-
as not been investigated. Therefore, to ensure a safe operation of
ayleigh-step, thrust pads, it is necessary to conduct a full-scale nonlinear
tudy, which is the major objective of this work.
II. GAS FILM FORCES
2.1 Statement of the Problem
The major concern in this section is the determination of the
time-dependent, pressure distribution within the gas film between two
annular surfaces containing a series of Rayleigh-step pockets as
shown in Fig. 1. This problem is formulated within the framework of
the conventional theory of lubrication for a compressible lubricant.
The major assumptions commonly used for gas-lubrication theories are:
1. The pressure across the film is constant
2. The flow is laminar
3. Inertia forces are neglected
4. The film is isothermal
5. The flow is Newtonian.
Under these assumptions, the governing equation for a transient,
continuous, pressure field becomes the well-known, transient, Reynolds
equation for a compressible fluid. Various analytical and numerical
methods for the solution to this equation have been outlined by
Castelli and Peviric (Ref. 13 ). For the present problem, the abrupt
geometry introduced by the Rayleigh pocket makes it rather difficult to
solve the pressure equation by any analytical methods. For this reason,
a numerical method is employed in solving the discretized pressure
field based on the solution of a system, non-linear algebraic equations
by the Newton-Raphson procedure. The numerical integration of the
discretized pressure field gives rise to the time-dependent gas-film
forces which are required for investigating the nonlinear response





The discretized pressure equation is derived by considering a flow
balance within an element of the gas film as shown in Fig. 2. The mass
flow rate into the left boundary, AD, and the bottom boundary, AB, are
designated as q1 and q2 . The mass flow rates out of the boundaries,
DC and BC are, likewise, designated as q3 and q4. In addition, there are
mass stored in the volume which is designated as q5
Based on the assumption in 2.1, the velocity is parabolic across
the film. Integrating the velocity across the film, one may express
the mass flow rate in terms of the boundary velocities and the pressure
gradients. These can be written as
41 h ph i -r i (2.1)
2 P 1) "21 irei., .r.r 2/
q F . h- p h' ) -11 (2.2)2 L 2 1 2 p brJ1  . 2 i
q r 3 ri+l - (2.4)r
S2 12pr 30J 2 1)2
U h 3 - e1 "q4 = L - +12prJ+,j   / i+ (2.4)
S(ph) ri+l - ri -1 + i- (2.5)
q5  t 2 ri  (2.5)
The flow balance requires
q, + q2 = q 3 + q4 + q5
Introducing the following nondimensional variables:
P h r 6 02
P H R r T Wt , Q = PH , and A=
Pa 6 r°  pa2
and using the equation of state p = , Equation (2.6) becomes
3 3 R -RiRH 9- H - ARH , / i+ i-1'
S2R e/ 2R 0 2
3 3 J+ - 12
+ -" -j R i  + ,_R "+1 R-1
L 2 R Rii R) i+ J 2 )
H'i, (R i+l R i - 1 ) Ri / + 1 2 1-1
L 2 T( !I11 2 RI 2
Further simplification leads to,
(ej+1 - e 1 ) L R 2 R G 2R be+ -1 ij- 2 R3 i,j+-
+ 2 R__ + "I A_ / Ri+
(R - Ri,_) L \2 R/ i- \2 bR/ i+4j
2A( i, R (2.7)
Introducing the following finite difference approximations:
(Q Q )i/( "-1)i
i- ,j -j/(R - Ri-l)j (2.8)
Q + Q
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one obtains a system of first order differential equations in time for
the discretized pressures.
To obtain the exact, time-dependent, gas-film forces, it is necessary
to solve this equation simultaneously with the equations of motion of
the supported mass by an explicit or implicitnumerical procedure for the
initial-valued problems. This procedure necessitates the calculation of
the pressure field at each time interval during the transient, and it is
extremely uneconomical and cumbersome.
In the case of a high,ambient pressure, the effect produced by the
term containing -- becomes insignificant comparing to that by a , one may
neglect the -Z effect, and thus decoupled the gas-film force calculation
from the dynamics of the supporting mass. Ignoring the contribution by
-p , the pressure distribution can be solved independently as a function
of H and -- or H. The assumption of a negligible -. effect is made in the
subsequent analysis. Expanding the terms in Equation (2.7) by using
relations (2.8) one obtains
a3Qi,j-1 + al QI,J 1 + a5Qi-l,j - (a3 + a4 + a5 + a6)Qi,+ a6Qi+l,j
al
+ Hij-l - a6 1,j + a4Qij+1 - a 2 ij+l = 0 (2.9)
where H + H r 1 at the end of the pocket




(a1)i, 2(8j+1 - j) (Hij-l
AR
1 (H3
(a3 1, j = 2R 1 (j+ l - J 1 )(e j - (H )
(2.10)
- (H3) i,j+
(a4)i,j 2R (+ 1 - 8 1 )(e j+- 8) j+
(Ri + R 1 ) 3
(a5 s)i, j = 4(Ri+1 - Ri-l)(R - Ri-1 ) (H)
(Ri+ 1 + R )
(a 6 i, j  4(Ri+ - R i-)(Ri+ 1  - R (H i+
(a8) = AR i H = AR i
2.3 Method of Solution
The set of nonlinear, algebraic equations to be solved for the pressure
field, Qi,j ' is
,al
+ a5Qil, j - (a3 + a4 + a5 + a 6)i,j + - a ij
+ a6 Qi+l, j + a4 Qi,j+l - a 2 .i,j+l = 0 (2.9)
where ij is the implicit function for the node point (i,j). Newton-
Raphson method has been employed here to solve these equations.
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Based on this method, Qn can be improved by calculating the dif-
ference Qn which is found from first order approximation of Taylor's
expansion for i,J. Using Taylor's expansion, eq. (2.9) becomes
n+ n 
+ lj A Q +  Qn + Qn
+ ( + 1-0,,A + .
From Equations (2. 9) and ( 2.11), one obtains
4+ a, A a
( -
n
Since QJ are known from the previous iteration, the set of linear
simultaneous equations (2,12) are solved for the difference A Qi,j' by
Gaussian Elimination Method.
The new iterated Q becomes,
n+1 nQ , Q + A Qi,j
and the procedure is repeated until all A Q i,. becomes less than a
prescribed convergence error.
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A computer-program RSS-FILM has been written to calculate Q , for
a given nondimensionaless, gas-film thickness H and a nondimensionaless,
velocity H. The nondimensional, pressure distribution can be obtained by
dividing Q by the nondimensional gas film thicknessH. The horsepower
required to overcome the friction resistance is calculates as
3 R 8G+86
ILfer 3R 2  e e
T= 'r sdA 2 R3dRj -de (2.13)
R1 o
and
nxTx Nx x 60
HP = (2.14)63000
Also, the load perpad is obtained by the following integration
W = p (P - l)r ddr
2 ,.o G L
= pro RdR (P - 1)dO (2.15)
a o J R
R o
Figures 3, to 7 show the effects of change in H and H on the pressure
distributions in a shrouded, Rayleigh-step gas pad.
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2.4 Approximation for Gas-Film Forces
The gas-film forces are shown to be dependent upon H, bH and the
following operating and geometrical parameters
G + = Step Length Parameter
2B




N(Ro - Ri) = Length to Width Ratio
Table 1 lists the gas-film forces for an annular bearing surface
containing 20 Shrouded-Rayleigh-Step pads, with geometrical dimensions
shown in Fig. 1 . By plotting data on a log-log scale in Fig.8 & Fig.9
it is found that they can be fitted with the following function for a wide
range of dimensionless thickness, H.
C1  C2  dH
n n dT (2.16)
Hn H 2
Tables 2 list the approximate,gas-film force based on Eq. (2.16) and
the actual values interpolated from Table 1. The errors introduced by
using the fitted Equation (2.16) are also listed in these tables.
The values for C1 , C2, nl, and n 2 for the gas-film forces listed iii
-13-
Table 1 are found to be
C1 = 2.32 lb
C2 = 0.76 lb/(in/sec)
n1 = 2.5
n 2 = 2.5
The above constants, of course, only apply to the operating and
geometrical parameters shown in Fig.l , For other parameters, a dif-
ferent set of C1, C2 , n1 and n2 will be required to approximate the
gas-film forces.
Letting H be the equilibrium nondimensional gas film thickness,
and defining x as the nondimensionalized displacement from Ho, positive for
a decreasing of H, the gas film force can be alternatively expressed
as,
C CC1 2 dX
F +n 2  T (2.17)n n dT
(H - X) (H -X )
0 o
where H = H - X
dH dX
and dT dT
III. NONLINEAR AXIAL RESPONSE
3.1 Mathematical Modeling
The main problem in this chapter is to determine the dynamic response
of the stationary ring to any external force excitation or to any disturbances
produced by the rotor misalignment and by the rotor surface waviness.
Knowing the detailed motion of the stationary ring with respect to the
rotor motion, one may calculate time-dependent gap distribution between the
surfaces. In general, the dynamic response of the stationary ring is
measured by the axial translation and by the rotations about two mutually
perpendicular diameters of the ring. However, for a stationary ring with
a narrow width and a large diameter, the response in the axial mode is
very weakly coupled with the oscillation in the angular mode. Furthermore,
the equation governing the angular oscillation is very nearly the same
as that governing the axial motion. Thus, it is only necessary to
concentrate the analysis on the non-linear characteristics of the motion
in the axial mode. This reduces the problem from a complicated, three-
degrees-of-freedom dynamical system to a single-degree-of-freedom problem
for which a more thorough analysis can be afforded. The weak coupling
between the axial and angular oscillation is demonstrated analytically in
Reference il .
Figure 10 shows the mathematical modelling of the non-linear
vibration of the stationary ring in the axial direction. It consists of
a stationary ring of mass m subjected to a steady load Wo . The back face
of the ring is flexibly mounted to the frame through a soft spring of
stiffness K and the front face is supported on a very stiff, non-linear
gas-film whose restoring force is represented by the power relations
- 14 -
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formulated in Chapter 2, Eq. (2.17). The major problem here is to
investigate the motion of the stationary ring for one of the two following
conditions:
a, a force excitation, q cos Wft, acting on the stationary ring.
b, a prescribed rotor disturbance characterized by a Fourier series
N
en Cos n ft.
n=1
3.2 Equation of Motion
3.2.1 Force-Excited Motion
The equation of motion due to a force excitation q cos ut is
considered first. Recalling from Eq. (2.16), the force balance on the
stationary ring gives the following equation,
2 C C
dx 1 2 dh
m - + -W + ksx = q coswft (3.1)
dt2 H2.5 H2.5 dt o
where ksx is small comparing with Wo and other terms.












where w is the natural frequency of the system based on the linearized
equation of Eq. (3.1). Equation (3.1) becomes
.1 1 12.5  2.5 2.5(H -X) (H - X)2  H 2
- Q cos T (3.2)
where







3.2.2 Displacement-Excited Motion N
Consider now the disturbance function 1 n cos nW t resulted from
the rotor misalignment, commonly known as the run out, and the non-
flatness of the rotor-surface. The film thickness H will be perturbed
by this disturbance, and becomes
N





The equation of motion in the absence of the excitation q cos wft
becomes
2 C C Cdx 1 1 2 dh
2 2.5 H 2.5 H2.5 dt (3.4)dt H H H
o
N
Substituting Eq. (3.3) into (3.4) and letting X' = X - 7 E cos n T ,
Sn
one obtains n=l
-2 X' + C' 1 1W X' + CX' + B2.5]
2.5 L 2.5 2.5(H - X') (H - X') H
N





Qn = n En (3.6)
Equation (3.5) is identical to (3.2) with the exception that X, and
N
Q cos wt are replaced by X' and Q'n cos nT respectively. Thus, the
n=l
solution for the force-excited oscillations is also applicable to the
displacement-excited motion provided the proper substitutions are made
for X' and Q'
n
3.3 LinearLzed Solution
If the motion of the stationary ring is such that the resulting
gap variation, H - Ho, is only a small fraction of the equilibrium film
thickness H , the response can be estimated from the solution of the
linearized equation about the equilibrium film thickness H . Linearizinv
o
Eq. (3.2) for the force-excited motion, one obtains
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- X+ 2.5 X + X = Q cos T (3.7)
H
o
Similarily, linearization of Eq. (3.4) for the displacement-induced
motion leads to
" C
--2 X + -. X + X = e cos T (3.8)
o
Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) are clearly the standard, damped vibration equation
for a single mass, and its solution can be readily written as
A C 2 1/2 (3.9)




a= tan C (3.10)
where X = A cos (T - o)
3.4 Non-Linear Solution
Two methods have been employed to obtain the non-linear response
characterized by the solution to Eqs. (3.2). The first is the method of
Galerkin..(Ref.18) which gives an approximate solution to the nonlinear
equation. The degree of approximation is governed by the number of terms
considered in the assumed function in the Galerkin procedure. The second
method is the direct, step by step, numerical integration using a
Runge-Kutta procedure. Details of these two methods are given next.
3.4.1 Method of Galerkin
The non-linear equation in question, Eq. (3.2), can be represented,
implicitly as
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f(X, X, X, T) 0
where
-2 CX+ B Bf = X+ 2.5 2.5 Q cos T = 0 (3.11)
(H° - X) H
According to the method of Galerkin, one may assume that the unknown
response X(T) can be represented approximately by a truncated Fourier
series,
N
X = a cos nT + b sin nT (3.12)
L., n n
n=0
The substitution of (3.12) into the differential equation gives
arise to the residue function,
R(T) = f(X, X, X, T) (3.13)
The R(T) will not vanish unless X(T) exactly satisfy the differential
equation. The Galerkin method provides a set of equations by which one
can solve for the constants a and b for which the residue function will
n n
be made extremely small. These conditions are obtained by requiring that
the integration of the residue function as weighted by each individual
Fourier com.?oaent (cos nT or sin nT) be made equal to zero. Stating
mathematically, one obtains,
.2 n
R(T) cos nT dT = 0
2n
R(T) sin nT dT = 0









B + C I n(-a sin nT +b cos nT)
n=0 B
N 5/2r 5/2 1
H - (a cos nT + b sin nT) oL 0 n n
n=O
- Q cosT
For N > 1, integration of Equation (3.14) involves definite integrals
of - ~ th power of the Fourier series. A gallant attempt was made in
reducing these integrals in some manageable form, but was unsuccesful.
Thus, the inclusion of any terms beyond N = 1 was not made.
For N = 1,
X = ao + al cos T +b 1 sin T (3.16)
Further eimplification is made by representing X with
X = A cos (T - a) - A (3.17)
where
A = - a
o o
A (a 1 2  b 2) 1/2
-1 bl
c = tan --
a1
-21-
Substituting (3.17) into (3.14), one obtains
2n
Z 2 -2 B - CA sin T
J 0L --2.5- 2.5
o r I A 25iHo + A ! 1 cos T
o oJ L H + A
o o
1
- Q(cos a cos T - sin a sin T) sin T dT = 0 (3.18)
cos T
Integrating Eqs. (3.18) and noting the following relations:
.2n cos T
sin T dT = 0 (3.19)
o sin T cosT
.2-r cos 2 T
i sin2T dT = n (3.20)
,2rr sin T cosT
J A 52 dT = 
0 (3.21)
o 1 - cosT )-\ H + A
o o
,2n sin T
J A 5/2 = 0 (3.22)
H + A cos T
' H +A
o o
Equation (3.18) reduces to the following algebraic equations
B
-2 + - II - Q cos a 0 3.23)
CA
- 1 + Q sin a = 0 (3.24)
15 - 2n = 0 (3. ?5
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where
1 2j S cos T dT (3.26)
1o
22 2
4 D S2 sin T dT (3.27)1 o
2.5 1!2H .2
I D S2dT (3.28)5 D. J 21. o
S 1 f- 1 1
S2 A .5 . + A 2.5 (3.29)
+A cosT) 1 + cosTH \ H +A /
5/2
D = (H + A )5/2 (3.30)1 o o
Eliminating a from (3.23) and (3.24), one obtains a system of two non-
linear equations to be solved for A and A . These two equations are
o
BI F2)2 CAI 2 2
F(A,A = - + = 0 (3.31)
G(A,Ao ) = 5 - 2n = 0 (3.32)
Using Newton-Raphson procedure, the successive corrections L A, A A can
o
be expressed in terms of F, G, , , 9, and -, evaluated at the6A' Ao' 6A' aAo o
last interates of A and A
o
-F












where A = (3.35)
6G aG
BA BA
8F BI1 -2 B1 -2 C2A I
2A -- Aw) A )+2 2 4 + A -A (3.36)
6F B11 -2 b 1 C2A2 B4ST 2(-- A W 2B  I
A /r arrA +  2 4 A (3.37)






The diiferentials of nonlinear integrals can be derived from equations









aI4 1 r 2 2
3A D2  o
S H 2.5 2
S5 cos T S3 T
2 o
2.5
I15  H 0 1.2o si S4 dT1
aA D i 5 J3o 2 o
where D= H + A )
and
4 ri - _ 3.5 I_ _ _1 f 1- COST) + cosT
H +A +'1T +A
Being provided with values of A, and A, c can be solved from Equations
(3.23) and (3.24) as
an- 1 CAI4
BI - w A
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A computer program has been written to solve for A, A and a, from which,
o





X in -A- A
min o
The integrals I1, 14, 15 and their derivatives with respect to A and
A are evaluated numerically. Tables have been prepared for various
values of A/(H o + A ) varying in the range, F0,1] at intervals of 0.01.
3.4.2 Direct Integration
The step-by-step numerical integration of Eq. (3.2) is achieved by
splitting it into two first order equations:
X= Y
1 B B + CY
+ Q cos T
-2 2.5 2.5
o Ti (H - X)
( Ref. 16 )
The popular Runge-Kutta method has been employed in obtaining the
solution for X and Y with a given set of initial conditions X , Y . The
o o
response is represented by the trajectories in the phase space plot (X,Y).
The response is considered to have reached a steady state if the trajector
approaches a limit cycle, which could be a single or multiple-looped cycle.
A library subroutine at the Vogelback computer center has been used for
this numerical integration. Fortran listings for the Computer program,
RSGALN, which calculates A, Ao, and by the Galerkin method, and the
computer program, RSRKIT, which calculates the trajectories in the phase
space, are included in the Appendices and
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3.5 Results of Non-Linear Response
The results of the nonlinear response are presented in two parts.
The first part is obtained from the method of Galerkin one-term approxi-
mation, and the second part from the Runge-Kutta direct integration.
Since the gas-film is an unsymmetrical spring, i.e., the relation between
the displacement and restoring force is not symmetric with respect to
the equilibrium position, the amplitude of response during an upstroke
is different from that during a downstroke. During an upstroke, the
gas film stiffness is softer, and the amplitude is greater than that during
a downstroke when the gas-film is considerably stiffer. For this reason,the
response in the upstroke and downstroke are plotted separately against
the non-dimensional excitation frequency in Figs. 11 to 19
3.5.1 Results by Method of Galerkin
Referring to the equation of motion, Eq.(3.2',it is seen that the
parameters affecting the dynamic response are:
Cl
B = stiffness parameter *2
m6(w )
C2Wf
C = damping parameter -
mw
h
H = static-film parameters 0= /6
Q = forcing intensity parameter q= 2
m6(w )
w = frequency parameter = w
The general characteristics of the upper and lower amplitudes as
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The nonlinear response based on one-term Galerkin method is shown as
solid line; except with a small portion of the unstable oscillations,which
are shown ,s dotted lines. The dashed lines show the response predicted
from the ! i.n! arized solution. In the region AB, the excitation freque, ,
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is smaller than the natural frequency, w , based on the linear theory,
and the non-linear solution predicts a smaller lower amplitude but a
greater upper amplitude comparing to the linear response. As wf increases
to the region BC, the non-linear theory yields three possible solutions,
one along the path BC, one along the path B'C, and another one along the
path B'C'. The solution along BC is in-phase with the forcing function
and is the most stable mode of response; the solution along B'C is un-
stable and only exists mathematically; and the solution along B'C' is
out-of-phase with the excitation and is less stable than the solution along
BC. For excitation frequency beyond the region BC, the characteristics
of the non-linear response are similar to that of the linear response in
the region where wf > w . In this region, the pad is insensitive to
the excitation and would not track any disturbance introduced by rotor
runout or waviness.
The non-symmetrical nonlinear gas-film produces a response charac-
teristics which resemble more to the response due to a symmnetrical,
soft, nonlinear spring, for which the resonance occurs at a frequency
considerably lower than the natural frequency based on the linear theory.
This correlation is really not surprising, since the mean position of the
oscillation shifts to the region of softer stiffness, and the nonlinear
oscillations are dominated by the softer part of the gas-film stiffness.
Fig. 11 shows typical response curves for the following dimensional
parameters:
h = 0.0005 inches
6 = 0.001 inches
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m = 0.2 slug or 6.44 ibm
C1 = 2.32 lb
~0.76 lb (inC, = 0.76 / /sec)
q = 1,2, and 5 lb
The corresponding ,non-dimensional parameters are listed in Fig. 11
The inward bending of the resonant peak in the region w < I is clearly
visible in all three cases. Fig. 12 shows the effect of increasing the
mass of the pad from 0.2 slug to 1.0 slug. The increase in mass does
* 2
not alter the parameters, B, Ho, and Q, since (w ) is inversely pro-
portional to m. The only parameter affected by changing of m is the non-
dimensional damping parameter. A five fold increase in mass is equivalent
to a times reduction in the effective damping factor C2 . The more
peaky response near the resonance is clearly visible in Fig. 12 when the
mass is increased by five fold.
Figs. 13 and 14 shows the effect of increasing the equilibrium film
thickness from 0.5 to 0.75. The natural frequency is reduced sharply by
the increase in the film thickness, and the level of response is also
much greater with a thick film than with a thin film for the same forcing
function.
To investigate the effect of damping the value of C2 has been doubled
and halved from the case shown in Fig. 11 . The curves in Fig. 15 show
that when the damping is doubled, the response near the resonance is
considerably suppressed. The opposite effect is introduced if the damping
is halved as shown in Fig. 16
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3.5.2 Results by Direct Integration
Both the upper and lower amplitudes obtained by using the step-by-
step, Runge-Kutta, direct integration are plotted against the excitation
frequencies in Figs. 17 and 18 . A case of heavy mass, small equilibrium
film thickness, and large excitation force has been selected to illustrate
the nonlinear effects. The linear response curve and the approximate
nonlinear response by Galerkin method are also plotted as dashed and
dotted lines for comparison. It is seen that the agreement between the
Runge-Kutta results and the Galerkin results is good near w = 1. This
clearly shows that even with one term approximation the Galerkin method
Yields a reasonably accurate prediction for the synchronous response.
For w < 1, the Runge-Kutta results show a series of superharmonic reso-
nances at u) approximately equal to 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, etc. The magnitude of
these super:harmonic amplitudes is, of course, governed by the damping
factor.
Fig. 19 shows the trajectory in the phase-space plot for condition
near the second superharmonic resonance. The final limit cycle forms a
two-loop orbit showing typical characteristics of a superharmonic response.
Other trajectories at the third and fourth superharmonic resonances are
also shown in Figs. 20 to 22 . A subharmonic resonance is also found
for w ' 2.6', but the amplitude is small and harmless. The Characteristics of
the phase space trajectories near Z j= 1 are plotted in Figs. 23 to 25.
IV. STABILITY OF AN INFINITELY-WIDE RAYLEIGH-STEP PAD
4.1 Statement of the Problem
It is well known in hydrodynamic lubrication that a dynamic system
involving any fluid-film supports may, under certain conditions, encounter
detrimental self-excited oscillations commonly known as dynamical instability
of fluid-film bearings. The gas-film bearings are particularly susceptible
to this type of instability. The fractional frequency whirl of a
shaft supported on gas-bearings and the pneumatic hammer in externally
pressurized gas-bearings are two of the prominent examples of the fluid-
film instability. For journal bearings, the gas-film instability usually
occurs if either the rotating frequency or the supported mass becomes
large. There have been considerable data available to predict the threshold
speed or critical mass of the journal bearing. However,
for gas-lubricated thrust pads, the problem of instability is relatively
unexplored. Since present trends in gas-bearing are always toward higher
and higher speeds, it is important to determine whether there exists any
stability threshold associated with a gas-lubricatedthrust pad.
This chapter is devoted to the stability analysis of a thrust pad
with a Rayleigh-step. The geometry of such a thrust pad is shown in
Fig.26 . In order not to impose excessive burdens on the analysis, the
assumption of an infinitely wide pad has been made. Moreover, the motion
of the pad is assumed to be restricted in the transverse direction only.
With these two assumptions, the problem is reduced to the stability of a
single-degree-of-freedom dynamical system with restoring pressures




The one-dimensional, time-dependent pressure distribution is governed
by the Reynolds equation,
ph3 7) 6pu + 12 (4.1)
where h = 8 + ho + e(t) for 0 < x < B1
h = ho + e(t) for B1 < x < B
e(t) is the upward motion of the pad.
The boundary conditions for Eq. (4.1) are
P = Pa at X = 0 and x = B (4.2)
The equation governing the pad motion is,
d2e Bm = 0 (p - p )dx - W (4.3)
dt o a o
where m is the mass per unit length of the pad, B the length of the pad,
and Wo the static load imposed on the pad. The dynamic system represented
by the coupled equations, (4.1) and (4.3) are to be investigated for the
stability for an equilibrium position.
4.3 Method of Solution
The time-dependent, nonlinear, pressure equation, Eq. (4.1), is
difficult to solve analytically. A numerical approach has been used here
in solving a set of discretized, time-dependent, pressures along the
coordinate X.
The discretization of pressure is achieved by considering the flow
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balance in an elemental volume within the gas film as shown in Fig. 26 for
the i-th element. The flow rates in and out the element are respectively
ql and q2' and
2 (4.4)
q~ u 1 + U2
= . P + ph) _
12 12L bx 2 ) 1
2
where u = xu and u2 = 0
Considering the flow balance,
1 -2 = rate of mass stored within the elemental volume
It follows,
\12 L x \12 a
12u 2p i + i
+ L(ph)i- 
- (ph)i+
Lx Ax( i-1  hi (4.5)
" L ii- 2 + hi+ (4.5)
Using the isothermal relation,
P = R T = constant (4.6)p e
Introducing the non-dimensional parameters,
P = P/pa
(4. i)









v = excitation frequency
and using the following finite approximations for 
-- P H
P -P P -P
,X. i-1 ii-1
a i i-1 i-1
1Pi =  (Pi + P ) (4.8)(4.8)
H i (H + Hi-l
the discretized pressure equation becomes
1 / 2 2\1 2 2
zz Xi P+1 1  1 ) H i 46 Xi-1 1  Hs1 i-1
A (Pi++ + Pi ) ( Hi + 1 + Hi ) +  (P + P ) ( H + H )
= aj LPI(Hi + H ) + i(Hi+ + H.) Xi H 4.,
H. = H + H N3
si i+ i) (4. 10
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where Ai = ao,iPi+l,o + do, i
Bi = bo, i,o + eo,i
Ci c o,1 i-,o o,iCo, i-1,o 0,
a , d = - A(H + H )o,i 4AX i  o,i i+1,o 1Hi,
H
c 4A f = A(Hio + Hi )
oi 4 Xi 1  o,i , i-1,o
bo =  aoi c e . = d + f
,i ,i o,i ' o,i o,i o,i (4.17)
and
1,o n,o (4.18)
Since the algebraic equations (4.16) are nonlinear, Taylor's expansion
is used to reach the following simultaneous equations for A Pi,o
Ai = " i(P i,o) (4.19)
where A i = (Ai + a o,)i+,o A Pio,i ii+,o Pi+l,o
+ (Bi + b P i,o) A P1 o,i i,o i,o
+ (Ci + C Pi,o) i-1,o
Equations(4.19) are inverted directly for successive A Pi,o until the
convergence is reached.
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In equation (4.9), both the discretized pressure Pi and Hi are dependent
on time. For transient studies, they have to be solved simultaneously with
the dynamic equation of motion, Eq. (4.3). However, for small oscillations
and stability analysis, the variation of H and P with time can be con-
sidered as small perturbations about the equilibrium solution, H and P .
o o
These small perturbed quantities can be expressed as
Hi(T,X) = H ,o(X) + e(T) (4.11)
Pi(T,X) = Pi,o(X)- c(T) P ,c(X) (4.12)
where e = e 6
The minus sign in (4.12) is due to the fact that an increase in
thickness leads to a decrease of pressure of the gas film. Substituting
(4.11) and (4.12) into Equation (4.9), the equilibrium equation and the first
order,perturbed equations can be obtained. They are
1 ? 2 2 1 2/ P 2 " P ,2 )  Hs
46 Xi  i+1,o i,o) si 4A Xi-1 10 i1,o) si-1
SA P + P )(H + H ) + A (P + P )(H + Hi+1,o Pi,o (Hi+,o i,o 1,o i-lo io i-lo
= 0 (4.13)
and
(Pi+1,oas,i + an,i i+1,c (Po b + bn, ic
i-1,o si n,i
1 be r




a C9i a (H + Hi)
s,i .86 X i  n,i 4 i+l,o i,o
s i-1 
A
c =- c =-(H +H )
s,i 8A X ' n,i 4 1,o Hi-,o
b ,i  -asi - c , b = an,i + c,i
, , ,i ni n,i n,
d H.1 2 P 2 HH +  H + H 2)
i 4A X. i+1,o i,o i+1,o H+1,o ,o 1i,o
1
1 2 2 2 2)
46X (i,o - Pi-l,o i,o + HHi-,o + Hi-l,o1-1
A
2(Pi+,o " Pi,o )
e (H, + H )AX + (H + H
ei = (Hi+l,o + i,o Xi + (Hi,o  i-l, o  Xi-I j
f = - (AX 1 + A X) (4.15)
Equations (4.13) are nonlinear simultaneous algebraic equations for
the pressure distribution Pi,o. They are solved numerically by Newton-
Raphson method. The boundary conditions are Po( i,n ) = 1.
Rewrite equation (4.13 ) as
i (P,o ) = AiPi+l,o  B iPi,o + CiP il o 0 (4.16)
for i = 2,...,n - 1.
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After the equilibrium pressure distribution is found, Equations
(4.14) are solved for the first order pressure distribution, Pic
In Equations (4.14), both Pic and e(T) are complex quantities, and they
are assumed to be
Pic i,R + ,I (4.20)
and
e eo T (4.21)
The boundary conditions are Pi,c = 0 at entrance and exit, which gives
P1,R = Pn,R = P1,I = Pn,I i 0 (4.22)
Substituting Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) into Eq. (4.14), one obtains a
system of 2n - 4 simultanous, linear equations,
A+l1,iX+ + Ai,i + Ai- ,iXI- + Ai+n-2, i Xin-2 = Di
(4.23)
for i 1, ....... n-2
Ai-n+2,i Xi-n+2 + Ai+1,i X+ + Ai Xi + A i Xi-1 D
for i = n-1,......,2n-4
In the above, A and X for i = i,........, n-2 are defined by,
J = i+l
A+1, j+l,oas,j + an,j Xi+1 it2 R
Ai,i Pj,obs, + bn,j , Xi = Pp1,R (4.24)
Ai-l i  j-,oCs,j + C , Xi-1 P,R
A, J X =-
Ai+n-2,i ei X+n-2 P i+1,I
D = di J
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and for i = n - 1,...,2n - 4, they are defined by,
j = i-n+3
Ai+l, i  Pj+l,oas,j + a n,j ' i+ = i-n4,
A = P b + b X1 = -1,A j,o s,j n,j = Pi-n+3,
Ai.1,i j-1,oCs,j + Cn,j Xi-I i-n+2,I (4.25)
Ai-rr+ 2 ,i = e Xi-n+2 i-n+3,R
D. = f P.i j ]j,o
The boundary conditions become
X = P = 0
for equations with i = 1,
n - 2, respectively
Xn- = PR = 0
n-1 n,R
and
X = P = 0 for equations with i = n - (427)
2n - 4 respectively
X2n-3 n,I = 0
These simultaneous equations (4.23) can now be solved for IX] vector
by direct matrix inversion. A computer program has been written to soive
for Pi,o and Pi'c for different real values of v, and the Fortran listing
of this program is included in Appendix D.
Once the real and imaginary part of the gas film pressure are determined,
the integration of PiR and P. gives respectively the in-phase andiR i,I
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out-of-phase bearing forces. The in-phase force J PR dX, can be interpreted
o ,1
as the stiffness of the film, whereas the out-of-phase, J oP dX, represents
the damping factor of the film. It should be emphasized that both the
in-phase and out-of-phase perturbed pressure are dependent upon a, or
the excitation frequency v of the mass. The frequency-dependent charac-
teristics of the gas-film reactions is a direct consequence of the inclusion
of the term . The use of these frequency-dependent bearing forces in
determining the dynamic stability of the gas-film and pad system is des-
cribed in the next section.
4.4 Stability Criterion
The stability of the gas-film and pad is governed by the equation of
motion, Eq. (4.3), which, in its non-dimensional form, appears as
d 2  pB .1 W
2 = - J(P - 1)dX - (dT m6v o m6v
Recalling the pressure is the summation of the equilibrium pressure,Po,
and the dynamic pressure, - ePc, one obtains
pB .I W pB 1
a 62 (P - l)dX - - P dX (4.29)
mv 2 o m8v m6v o
It follows that
2 2 .1
'm6v d + e P dX = 0 (4.301
a dT oC
Mathematically, Eq. (4.30) represents a free oscillation problem which
contains stiffness and damping factors depending upon the frequency of
the oscillations. A direct approach in determining of the stability of this
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single-degree of freedom problem is to look for the eigenvalue of this
system. If the real part of the eigenvalue is negative, the system is
stable; otherwise it is unstable. ,If the eigenvalue is purely imaginary,
then the system is at its threshold of instability.
Alternatively, one can also determine the stability thresholds by
assuming that the eigenvalue is a purely imaginary number and inquire what
m6v2
would be the mass parameter, m6--, for a purely imaginary eigenvalue.
aB
Let the eigenvalue be represented by X + jv, and for a pure imaginary
eigenvalue, X = 0. It follows that
e e j t  ejT  (4.31)
O O
Substituting Eq. (4.27) into Eq. (4.26), and separating the real from the
imaginary part, one obtains
J 1P(v)dX = 0 (4.32)
0 2
PR(v)dX -- = 0 (4.33)
o a
where P (V) and PR(v) are solutions of Equations (4.23) for a given value
of v. The pure imaginary eigenvalue v may be determined by evaluating the
1
integral, J P (v)dX , for various values of v until the integral changes
its sign. The exact eigen frequency v may be calculated by a linear
interpolation. Once the eigen frequency is found, the critical mass at the
threshold of instability can be determined by Eq. (4.28), and
m P aB PR()dX (4.34
Vcr 2 o
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Equation (4.29) predicts a quantitative value of the critical mass,
but does not furnish any information on which side the stable region lies.
To determine the region of stability, one may use the criterion developed
by Malanowski and Pan(ref. 17). Their criterion can be stated in the
following manner.
Stability Criterion - The system consisting of a thrust bearing of mass, m,
with Rayleigh Shrouded-Step Seal is in a state of self-sustained oscillation
at frequency \~ when and only when the out-of-phase component of the
bearing reaction, J P (v)dX, vanishes, and when the mass, m has the
o
critical magnitude to be in resonance with the in-phase bearing reaction,
Equation (4.28). The system will become unstable if the mass exceeds the
critical value provided the out-of-phase bearing reaction increases with
the frequency in the algebraic sense in the neighborhood of the critical
frequency V0o and conversely.
4.5 Results
The steady state pressure distribution, Po, has been calculated
numerically for the following parameters:
B/B = 0.5, and 0.75
H = 0.5 and 0.75
p 6
A := = 8.4, 42, and 100
pa
The resulting pressure curves are plotted in Fig. 27 , and they are in
excellent agreement with the analytical solution provided by Kochi ( Ref. 6)
This comparison confirms the accuracy of the present numerical solution
of the steady state pressure distribution,Po.
0
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For each steady-state pressure distribution, the dynamic pressure
distributions, PR and PI are calculated for a series value of a. Figs.28
to 35 show a typical series of the dynamic pressure profiles for B / B - 0.5
and 0.75 , H = 0.5, and A = 42. For small excitation frequencies, the
real part of the dynamic pressure is dominated by the bearing parameter A,
and the profile is similar to the static pressure distribution, and is
relatively independent of a. As a increases, the pressure distribution,
PR' becomes slightly wavy at both edges. The waviness penetrates deeper as
a further increases. As a approaches infinity, the effect of A disappears,
and PR approaches the asymptotic solution,
P
(P) = -(P) H (4.35)
The imaginary part of the dynamic pressure takes a wavy pattern even for
small values of a. For a approaches infinity, the values for PI vanishes
throughout the entire region.
The in-phase and out-of-phase forces are plotted as a function of
a in Fig. 36 , and also listed in Tables 3 to 5. It is seen that for small
or moderate values of A, the out-of-phase force never becomes negative.
This indicates that for nearly incompressible cases, there exists no stability
threshold, and all equilibrium solutions are stable. As A becomes ex-
tremely large, the out-of-phase force does become negative at a fairly
high value of a. This crossing-over of zero line indicates that for a
highly compressible film, there does exist a stability threshold, and the
gas film will exhibit a self-excited oscillation at a fairly high frequency.
Moreover, the criterion in Reference 16 suggests that the stable region
lies in the area where the mass of the pad is greater than the critica.:
mass calculated according to Eq. (4.34).
V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
1. The gas-film restoring forces in a Rayleigh-Shrouded-Step thrust
pad can be determined numerically by solving the discretized time-dependent
Reynolds equation with irregular grid-spacings to account for any abrupt
changes of pressure at the step and at the exit edge.
2. For conditions of high ambient pressure, for which the term of
h p can be neglected in comparison with other terms at the right side of
at
the Reynolds equation, the gas-film force is found to be approximately
inversely proportional to nth power of the film thickness and directly
proportional to the squeeze-film velocity. The exact value of n is a
function of the step geometry. In general, n lie between 2 and 3.
3. The axial, non-linear response of the Rayleigh-Shrouded-Step
pad to a sinusoidal, axial forcing function or a sinusoidal disturbance
due to the rotor misalignment or surface waviness can be determined by
one of the following two methods:
a, By assuming the response to be a truncated Fourier series
in multiples of the excitation frequency, the Ritz-Galerkin
procedure can be employed to predict the non-linear behavior
of the pad motion.
b, By integrating directly the equation of motion of the thrust
pad using a step-by-step, numerical routine, the Runge-Kutta
procedure.
4. Results obtained by using the Ritz-Galerkin method with the
first harmonic terms show considerably departures from the linear response
curve as the frequency approaches the resonance based on the linear theory.
The asymmetric spring characteristics of the gas film result into a non-
linear response similar to that caused by a symmetric, soft, non-linear
- 44-
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spring. The resonating peak bends inward and occurs at a frequency less
than the resonating frequency based on the linear theory. The peak can
be suppressed by decreasing the mass, increasing the damping, and increase
the stiffness.
5. Results obtained by the step-by-step direct integration confirms
the approximate solution in the vicinity of the resonance. The direct
integration also predicts a number of additional peaks at frequencies less
than the resonating frequency known as the superharmonic resonance.
6. The gas-film instability of an infinitely-wide Rayleigh step
thrust pad canbe determined by solving the complete, time dependent,
Reynolds equation coupled with the equation of the motion of the pad.
Results show that for bearing numbers, A, up to 50, the Rayleigh step
geometry is very stable, and no stability threshold has been discovered.
For ultra high values of A z 100, a stability threshold is shown to exist,
and the stability can be achieved by making the mass heavier than the
critical mass.
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TABLE 1
GAS FILM FORCES (lbf)
d - 6.46 ins di = 5.96 ins
6 - 0.001 in (step)
w - 277 rev./sec.
P - P = 315 psia.: Ambient Pressure
a o
Hin 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.75 0.50 0.30 0.20
dh/d
-1 in/sec. 0.50635 1.10134 3.2606 6.9965 19.949 65.138 139.729
-0.5 0.45104 0.97913 2.8878 6.1765 17.499 56.041 115.531
-0.25 0.42338 0.91801 2.7015 5.7667 16.275 51.529 103.734
+0.25 0.36806 0.79580 2.3290 4.9477 13.833 42.576 80.750
+0.5 0.34040 0.73470 2.1428 4.5384 12.615 38.135 69.559
+1 0.28509 0.61250 1.7704 3.7204 10.182 29.325 47.778
0 0.3957 0.8569 2.515 5.357 15.06 47.124 92.8
F - F
gl g2- 0.1106 0.2444 0.7450 1.6380 4.8836 17.907 45.975
2" 1
Ib - sec





LOAD (lb f) CALCULATED AND ERROR OCCURRED (.)
i 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.75 .. 0 .30 0.20
h nj/sec.
-1 0.544 1.116 3.08 6.33 17.403 62.7 171.2
+ 1.5% + 1.457. - 5.53% - 9.5% - 12.57. - 3.77. + 22.57.
-0.5 0.477 0.978 2.70 5.55 15.28 54.95 150.1
+ 5.78% - 0.17 - 6.57. - 10.17. - 6.29% + 6.657. + 30%
-0.25 0.4435 0.909 2.51 5.16 14.205 51.075 139.05
+ 4.78% - 0.98% - 7.077. - 10.5% - 12.37. - 0.89% + 33%
+0.25 0.3765 0.771 2.13 4.38 12.055 43.325 118.95
+ 2.347. - 3.017. - 8.2% - 11.5% - 12.9% + 1.767. 47.47.
0.5 0.344 0.703 1.94 3.99 10.98 39.45 107.9
+ 1.187% - 4.227. - 9.357. - 11.87. - 12.9% + 3.467. 55.2%
1 0.276 0.564 1.56 3.21 8.83 31.7 86.8
- 3.157. - 7.857. - 11.857. - 13.77. - 157. + 8.27 + 827
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TABLE 3
DYNAMIC BEARING REACTION FOR
B 1 /B - .75 H2  0.5
A = 8.4




























DYNAMIC BEARING REACTION FOR
B 1 /B = .75 H2  0.75
A - 8.4
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Fig.26 Flow balance and geometry of a infinitely
wide Rayleigh step pad
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1) ,R( 17) gFRC( 17) ,H( 17t33),A1( 17933) ,A2(1lti3) tA3( 17,33),A4( 17933)
2 A5(17,33),A6(17,33) ,A8( 17,33) ,B(17),C(17) ,A(17,33),F(17),QSMA(1
317) ,E(17,17933),G(17,33) ,OU( 11,33) ,P(17,-33) ,U(17933),UOQ(33) ,






5 FORMAT(6X,4HLAS1'9bX,4HNPAD,9X, la-M, 9X,- IHN,8XV 2H1HtdX# 2HJHp7)
1 3H IHH, 7X , 3HjHri)
6 FORMAT(81109/l
7 FUMAT4X,6H1.OUNSX5HNOIAjgbX 4HIRRbq bX,4HNPRt/)
8 FORMAT(/55H 0T:1th )IAMETLR(INCHES)
1,Ll12@5/)
9 FORNIAT(55H IN,7I[DE DIAMETER(INCHLS)
1 E12*5/I
13 FURMAT(t)5h THL. ANGLE EXTLNUIN6 Th-i POCKEI KtlIUN(L'LG.)
1 E12.5/)
11 FORMAT(55H IHL. ANGLE LXTt-NIN6 TrIL LAND) RtuIUN(L)LO.)
1 E12*5/ )
12 FVRMAT(55H STE:P DEJ'TH(INCHES)
1 E12.5/)
13 FO-MAT(55+ 001 E-* vVIDTH OF [H bh--oUU(INCi-E.6)
i12+5/0
14 FORMAT(55H INNER WIDTH OF THE SH-OUU)(INCH-Eb)
1 E12.5/)
15 FORMAT(55H CONVERGENCE ERROR
1 E12.5/ )
16 FORMAT(54H GRID SPACINGS IN THE RAOIAL UIRLCTION(INCHES))
17 FORMAT(54H GRID SPACINGS IN THL LIR -UMFLRENTIAL U)IRECTION(OEG)
18 FORMAT(55H MINIMUM F ILM THICKNE.Sb ( INLHES)
1 E1295/ )




22 FORMAT(55H VI C,361TY(Li3-SEC/'N$$2)
1 E12.5/)
23 FORMAT(55H LA, D(6.*VIS$6e28i$RPz ,U,(O/HM.'IN)**2/PA)
1 E12C5/D
24 FURMAT(12H Rb:I)gTr1i(J)
25 F(O-MAT(25H HL PH-,gHL-iHRHHTHoH3H
2 -- 1TU15+ A~kj+*JOTETC u
27 FO-MAT(45+ Ft--),bU+DC(+DTA(+Tl-1),AiII).M(+,++l) ls m
1 9 15,10X,2H-J=#I5)
28 FORMAT( 25H MATRIX IS SINGULAR AT J= 13,lbtlCA-5E ABANJUNEU./il1
29 FORMAT(29HoFINAL PRESS, URE U)I.)TRIbUTiON. )
30 FORMAT( //18H CASE k-0NVERGE6 TO F9obq





31 FORMAT( / 10(lX,Fll.7))
33 FORMAT(55H FILM THICKNESS AT O.D (INCHES)
1 E12.5/)
34 FORMAT(/55H TOTAL LUAD(LBS)
1,E12*5/)
35 FORMAT(55H DIMENSIONLESS LOAD
= L O AD/(AREA*PA)
1 E12.5/)
36 FORMAT(55H HORSEPOWE- LOSS
1 E12.5/,1HI)
37 FORMAT(55H STATIC SQUEEZE FILM VELO (INfSEC)
1 E12*5/)
38 FORMAT (15,5X,(8E10.4))




































IFINSYM.EQ.1) G) TO 710
IF(IH *EQ. 1) GJ T) 709
DO 92 I=1,IH,
92 DR(I)=WI/AIHI
709 DO 97 I=IH,IHH
97 DR(I)=t(00-. :, * *5 - W
























































































109 DO 107 J=1tN
107 H(L6,J-)=ADMY













C GENERATE A1(I,J) TO A6(I,J)
DO 112 I:= ,M
112 WRITE (NW,20) (H(I,J),J=1,N)

















POINTS AT THE LEFT SIDE OF THE STEP
111 IF(I-IH) 130,115,116
C POINTS ON THE BOTTOM EDGE






























































IF(J.EQ.1.OR. J.EQ.N) GO TU 10
IF( I .EQ. 1) GO TO 725
IF( I .EQ. M) GO TO 210
GO TO 726









IF(I .EQ. 1 .AND. NSYM .EQ. 1) QTT=Q(I+1,J)
F(I)=F(I)+A5(IJ)*uTT 
-ASUMA*U IJ)+A6(IJ)* W I+1J)+A4(IPJ),w










IF(J.NE.JHH) O0 TO 305
IF( IEQ.IH.OR..I.EO.IHH) GO TU 151
IF(I*GT.IH.AN).[.LT.IHH) GO TO 152
Gu TO 305
151 DMSP=STEP*0.5
GO TO 155 ORIGINAL PAGE IS

























































IF(KOUNT.GE.LKOUNT) GO TO 561































































MATRIX INVERSION WITH ACCOMPANYING SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS MAIi0002




GENERAL FORM CF DIMENSION STATEMENT MAi 0007MA 10009
EQUIVALENCE (IROW,JROW), (ICOLU ,JCOLU ), (AMAXo , swAP)
MA 0012




15 DO 20 J=1,N MAliO018
20 INDEX(J,3) = A) li0019
30 DO 550 I=1,N MAIIoo020
MATIOOLZ
SEARCH FOR PI'OT ELEMENT MAI O022
MAT10023
40 AMAX=0 0 ivA i 00z4
45 DO 105 J=1,N Aliuo z
IF(INDEX(J,3)--1) 60, 105, 60 -ATiOO0026
60 DO 100 K=1,N -20027
+F(INDEX(K,3)-1) b", 100, 71b ?-i OL0






INDEX(+COLU ,3) = INDEX(+COLj ,3) +1
260 INDEX(I,1 )= IRDW MA 10036
270 INDEX(I, 2 ) = IC DLU
INTERCHANGE RDWS TO PUT PIVOT ELEMENT JN D!AGONAL
130 IF (IROW-ICOLJ ) 1409 310, 140
140 DETER =-DETER
150 DO 200 L=1!N :; 1 :U043
160 SWAP=A(IROWL.)
170 A(IROWtL)= A( IC O L U  ,L)
200 A(ICOLU ,L)=$WAP
+F(M) 310, 310, 210 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
- 98 -





DIV+DE PIVOT ROW BY PIVOT ELEMENT MATIO000
MAT10053
310 PIVOT =A(ICOLU ,ICOLU )
DETER=DETER*PIVOT
330 A(+COLU ,+COLU )=1.0
340 DO 350 L=1N MAT10057
350 A(ICOLU ,L)=A(ICOLU ,L)/PIVOT
355 +F(M) 380, 380, 360 MAT1O059
360 DO 370 L=1M MAT10060
370 B(ICOLU ,L)=B(ICOLU ,L)/PIVOT
MAT 10062
-EDUCE NON-PILOT -OWS MATIO063
MAT10064
380 DO 550 LI=1,N MAT10065




430 DO 450 L=l1N MATIO069
450 A(LL)=A(L1,L.)-A(ICOLU ,L)*T
455 IF(M) 550, 550, 460 MAT10071






600 DO 710 I=1,N MAT10078
610 L=N+1-I MAT10079
620 IF (INDEX(Ll 1-NDEX(L,2)) 630, 710, 630 MAT10080
630 JROW=INDEX(L,l) MAT10081
640 JCOLU =INDEX(L,2)






DO 730 K = 1,N MATIOO89





715 ID =2 MAT10091
GO TO 740 MATO0092
END
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Card 1 Format (72 H)
Identification Card
Radd 2 Format (1615)
Last - Integer to determine whether additional input data
are to be read
Last - 1 , no more input data
Last = 0 , more input data to be read from state-
ment 90.
NPAD - Number of pads (see Fig.A2)
M - Number of grids in the radial direction
N - Number of grids in the circumferential directidn
l-I - Grid number for the bottom edge of the step (see Fig. A2)
For NSYM-1, set IH-1
IHH -- Grid number for the top edge of the step (see Fig. A2)
JH 
- Set JH=1
JHH - Grid number for the left edge of the step
LKOUNT - Maximum number of iterations allowed for the pressure
calculation (recommended value: 10-20)
NDIAG Control for diagnostics
NDIAG = 1 , diagnostics print out
NDIAG = 0 , no diagnostics
IRRG - Control for irregular grids
IRRG = 1 , read in irregular grid spacings
IRRG = 0 , uniform grid spacing
NPRE - Control for printing out pressure profile
NPRE = 1 , print out pressure
NPRE = 0 , no pressure print out
NYSM - This integer is used to control whether pressure
calculation is made for a full pad or half a pad as
in the case where the pressure is symetrical about
- 100 -
the center line (see Fig.A2).
NYSM = 0 , For calculation covering full pad
NYSM = 1 , For symmetrical pressure profiles where
where calculation is only made for half a pad.
ND1 Set ND1 0 , for normal runs.
Card 3 Format (8F10.7)
DO Outside diameter of thrust brg.,
d in Fig.Al (in.)
DI - di in Fig.A1 (in.)
THG - Angle extending the pocket region, 0 in Fig.A2, (degrees)
g
THL * Angle extending the land region, 8L in Fig.A2, (degrees)
STEPD Depth of the step (in.)
WO Outerwidth of the shreud, W in Fig.A2, (in.)
o
WI Innerwidth of the shroud, Wi in Fig.A2 (in.)
ERROR Convergence factor for pressure iteration.
(recommended value: .001 - .0002)
Card 4 Format (8F 10.7)
This card is required only when IRRG = 1
DR(I), I 1, MM - Dimensionless irregular gird spacings in the radial
direction. (MM - M-l)
ro =do /2 i+




r - r.O 1
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Card 5 Format (8F 10.7)
This card is required only when IRRG - 1
DTH(J), J = 1, NN - Dimensionless grid spacings in the circumferential
direction. (NN = N-l)
M8
(M,I W MN)
(IHHJH ..--- HJ H)
(1HJ H) I t )
,I) 1 ,N) F ig. A-2
(Ae) e - e
TH(J) = L G L +  G
Card 6 Format (15, 5X, 7E 10.3)
NVISM - Total number of viscosities to be investigated in the
production run.
VISA(!), I = 1, NVISM
The arrary of viscosities, (lb-sec/in2)
Card 7 Format (15, 5X, 7E 10.3)
NRPSM - Total number of angular speeds to be investigated in
the production run.
RPSA(I), I - 1, NRPSM
The array of angular speeds, (Rev. per sec.)
Card 8 Format (15, 5X, 7E 10.3)
NPAM - Total number of ambient pressure to be investigated
in the production run.
PAA(I), I = 1, NPAM
The arrary of ambient pressure, (PSI)
- 102 -
Card 9 Format (15, 5X, 7E 10.3)
This card reads in the film thickness to be investigated in the
production run. In the case of a parallel film, the film thickness
in the land region will be read in the array designated as HMINA(I).
In the case of non-parallel film with an axisymmetric coning of dishirg,
HMINA (I) represents the film thickness at the inside diameter in the
land region. The film thickness at the outside diameter is HOUT(I)
which read in Card 10.
HOUT Fig.A3
The variables to be read in this card are:
NHMM - Total number of film thickness to be investigated in
the production run.
HMINA(I), I = 1, NAMM
HMINA is the film thickness at the inside diameter in
the land region (inch)
Card 10 Format (8F 10.7)
HOUT(1), : = 1, NHMM
HOUT is the film thickness at the outside diameter in
the land region. (inch)
Card 11 Format (15, 5X, 7E 10.4/(8E10.4)
NHDTM - Total number of velocity or time variation of gas
film thickness to be investigated in the production run.
HDOT(I) Array of velocity or time variation of gas film thickness
in in./sec.
- 13 -
PROGRAM RSGALN( INPUT ,OuTPUT)
DIMENSION WN(301. QN(7h, AG(91,AOG(9)
D+MENS+ON AHA(100D9 F1A.100)t FZAC100)9 F3A(100)9 F4A(100)9 F1(9)
DIMENSION F5A(100)p F6A(l00)9F7A(10U), F8A(100., F9A(100)
THE TABLES ARE PREPARED IN THE FULLUWIN ORL)ER THAT IFJA(I)9J1,99)
L)1*1,% LJ2*I1Av D1*14, U2*14A, -u2*IiAO, -U2*I4AU, L2*15/H-U**26 5
vDI*15A/HQ**2,5p -D2*15A0/HO**2*5 )
DATA FIA(l)/0./,F2A( 1)/7.854/,F3A(l)/3.1416/,F4AC 1)/0.1
DATA(FIA(I),I=2,96C!)/ 7,8555Z81E-02-t 1*5720341E-O1,-23603750E-019
2 3*1515123E-01. 3*9463912E-o1, 4*7459680E-O1, 5*5512133E-019
2 6.3631146E-U1, 7*1826801E-U1, 8o01094l1E-01i,8*8489560E-019
2 9.6978133E-019 lU558b36E+UUt 191432584E+O0,p 1#2320861E+O9
2 1*3224715E-00, 1,4145448E+009 1.50B4415E+ 00, "-1.6043034E+OO,
2 1.,7022791E+Ciot 1*8025243E+0O, 1,9052031E+OU9 290104879E+0O,
2 291185609E+ClOt 2.2296146E+0O, 2,3438529E*+009 '294614919E+009
2 611E+;Ol' 2C707 04 E+00T zC8371835E+O00 2. 7Od745E+009
2 3.10 Z748L.4-00 392527020L+UO, 3o40149b4L+009 3*5:)b0217E+009
2 3o7l667bbE-COp 3C 8387 1E+U0, 4C0580843E+O00 4.23 7d76E+OO,
2 4.42 52U6E+CO9 4C62786.02E+U0, 4. 35432lE+U~t 590529163E+009
2 5*281Q529E+Co, 5.5206483E+O0, 5o772583?E+009 6o0378224E+009
2 6&31742U3E+(COg b6125372E+00, 6@.244476E+009, 7*2545570E+009
2 7o6O44175E+C,0, 7*9757465E+U00 t3.3704491E+UU* 1397906429E+009
2 992386874E+C, 9.7l72183E+0O, 1*0229187E+01, 1*07779U8E+01/
DATAUF1AU-) .=61t100)1
2 1*1367114E+C1, ].2001018E+01, 1,,2684396E+019- 1*3422673E+019
2 1o422e-,iB3E+01,q 1.5089573E+U19 i.b0334iZE+Q1, 1*7062e939E+019.
2 1*8189023E+U1l, 1.942430 E4U1, 2*U783580E+01, 2*ZZ84Z06E+0l*
2 293946707E+019 2o57954b5L+Uit ee78359629E+O1s 3*0174285~E+01,
2 3,2781965E+019 3*5734627E+01, 3*9O962d7E+Oi, 4*294653OE+O1,
2 497ibt'29dE+uI, 5,253~9475E-it , .57zQ9jL+o.L, 6.569.>4b2E+O1,
2 7*4190157E+019 8.4433212Es-Q1 9*694082*E+O19,11243492'E.02,
2 1.31 5000E+029 1.57010 5E+029 1.89941OiE+049 Z*3442157E+02,
2 299656997E+0)2t 3.871653 E+029 5o2666744E+029 7*5788976E+0Z,
2 l.1832960E+03T 2*1018302E+03, 4.?245976E+03, 1*8878381E+04/
DATA(F2A(I)9I=2960)/ 7,858b215E+009 7*8725551E+00* 7o8958239E+0O,
2 7*9284975E+OQ, 7o9706737E+0O, 8.0224795E+O00 890840712E+00,
2 8*1556360E+00, 8*2373922E+00O , d3295914E+OCP 8*4325193E+009,
2 8.5464976E4-0,i 8o6718859E+00, 8o6U90839E+00o 899565338E+009
2 9.1207230E+0O, 9o29b1871E+O. 9e4855135E+009 9sb8934511E+00v
2 9.9083843E+i)Ct 1.01433 8L.+U1, 1.0395223E+01, 190664772L+01,
2 1.0953037E+ )1, 1*l2bllO4i+U1, 1*159015'2E-i)1 1*1941467L+01,.
2 1.231b453E-')1, lo27l6640L+U1, 1.3i43b99L+Q1, 1.3599453L+01,
IC4085 5E+0J19 1C4605207E+Q1, 1C5159776E+O1, .729 +i
2 1.63854U7E+J1v 1*70b2493E+Uit 1977bb94bE+01, 1*85625k36E+lo1
2 1*9393-624E+Dl1, 2e0284712E+Ui, Ze.1240995E+01, 2*2268170E+O1,
2 2*3372563E+Olt 2*45b1200E+U1, 2.id419iUE+019 297223422L+O1,
2 2-8715497E+319 3*0329068E+Oi, 3*2076405E+019 3.39713115E+01l.
2 3.602 365E+Jls 3*82b8150E+Q1. 49Q707b13E4-01 4*3370409E+01,
2 '+6282353E+Dlt 4*9472941E+U1, 5*2975980GE+li 5*6830339E+01/
DATA(F2A(I)9I=61T1OO)/
2 691080856'E+V'l 6s57794351 +O1, 7*O9863'19'.+0it 7eb772o24Ik+oj,
2 8*3218737E4Qi, 9*0423381t+01, o8500416L+01s iU.bdb8+o.
21.1784127L+0zi, 1*2946160t+U2, 1.4ZbdI2Jt+0es l..i/ib404t-.-z,
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2 1.7512021E+02, 1*9511517L+U2, 2.1b2'9994E+0, ,2.4533b9Oii+O2,
2 2e77ObO71E+02q 3914t>32 6E~+UZ, 3e5911751E+OL, 4o125t3599E+029
2 4.7'726736E+029 5*56Z638ZE+4O2, b*5376773E+OL, 7*7553624E+O20
2 9*2961755E+029 1.12748 5L.+U3, i*3858938E+O39 l*7Z968-7E+O39
2 2*19SU6IOE+039 2.8519737E+U39 3*7937283E+Q39 5*2009564E+039
2 7C40u 326E+039 1I41001E+U4T IC7522447E+04# 3*0261024E+049
2 5.9068684E+04, l.3993l35E+05, 4.7198425ki+059 3*7735728E+O6/
++ OF AO++Ot 20OD/ 3,14195i0E+00, 3.1429824E+Oos 3&1447027E+O
2 3.1471142E+009 3915U21983E+UU* 3.1540235E+OU* 3e1585z98E+OO,
2 3.1631446E+009 3.1b96743L+UO, 3.1'7632b5E+OO, 391837O96L+Oot
2 3*1918331E+OO, 3,2007075E+UU, 3o210344ZE+OU, 3*22O755,8E+OO,
2 3*23195b2E+009 3..2439602t+009 i.2567839E*OO, 3*27O4448IL+OO.
2 3.284Y616E+0O, 393003546L+009 3.316bb453E+OQ0 393338569E+009
2 3e352U144L4-OO, 3.-311144ZL+0 i.3912749EtU0, 3*41243b9E+Oog
2 3+4346625E+Cog 3.451f9865E+Uv 3o4bZ445d$E+OO, 3*5O8ObQ1E+0O.
2 3.53493L5L+', .i5b3045iL+QO, 3o59?2469iL+0O, 3*b43Z549E+OO,
2 3*65545ib6E+CO, 3*68913601.+UO9 3.7243531E+OO. 3*7611763E+O0v
2 3o799b778E+UO0, 3.8399352L+00, 3.88Z0315E+009 3*9260561E+00,
2 3*9721049E+0O, 4.02U2812t+00, 4*0706963E+009 4*1234702E+OO,
2 4*1787323E+009 4*2366228Lt+0, 4*29729321i+00, 4o3609078E+O0,
2 4*4276449E+Clot 4*4976984E+00, 4.5712794E+009 4o6486182E+QO,
2 4*7299663E+0O, 4,81559 IL+0O, 4*9058188E+OO, 5*0009572E+0O/
L)ATA( F3A (1) ,i=61, 100)/
2 5*101 38u1l+0O, 5,2074911E+U0, .9319737UL+009 5*4386134E+00,
2 5*5b4671bL+Ct, 5eb985265Ei-0, t)*b4086b4E+C0, 5*9924b34E+00*
2 6.1541 75E+CO?, 6.3270215t+UU, b*51ZO80bE+O00 bo7lOb35Z1+0,
2 6*9241383ZL+C0, 7.1542599t1+009 (.40292bdtE+00, 7&67Z3t348t.+00s
2 7e965Z429E+C, 8.2845764E+U0, 8*b340ZQ4E+00s 9*0i79069E+0O,
2 .44143 OE+C'09 .9109212E+00, 1.0434067E+01, 1*10204i3E-01,
2 1.1681892E+C1l, 192433635E+01, 1.3295114E+01, 1.4291818E+O1,
2 1*5457768E+C, 1.6839404E+UI, io8501808E+019 2*0539089E+Q1p
2 2.3CJ9256UL+Cill 2ob384526E+U1, 3.0-185914E+01, 3.6965i37E+O1,
2 4o626U583E+i.1l, 6.1798892E+019 9*2971744E+01, 1.8680213E+02/
+AT1UF4AU+DT+432T60D/ 6, 7.36515E-029 1*3755 14E-019 2o0655024E-019
2 2.7579871E-o1,I 3 ,4539021E-0l, 4.1541249E-019 4*8595458E-01,
2 5.571U716E-Ql, 6*2896280E-U1, IoO161625E-019 7*75~1b481E-01,
2 8*497Ub63E-01, 9.2535102E-01, 1.00219b9E+0U, 1@ObV3b31E+00,
2 1.1599569L+Oo, 1*2411062t+UU, i*3Z39304E+U0q 1*40B8,b~bE+0O,
2 1.4951401E4-uo), 1*58338073Ez+009 i.bl471blE+00v 1*7680265E+00s
2 1.8639077E+O00, 1*96Z5385L+00, Zi.0b41065E+00% 2.1688189E+009
2 2#2768835E+009 2*3885300L-Oow 2.5U0O014E+UJq 2e6Z3557OE+0O9
2 2.7474742E+400, 2987b0502E+00, 3.0U96038E+00, 3*1484776E-0O,
2 3o2930400E+)0,t 3o4436882E+009 3*6008507E+00'9 3*7649907E+OO,p
2 3.9366095E+:)0, 4*11b2504Es00, 4.3045037E+00, 4.5020110E-QO,
2 4*7094711E+O0, 499276467E+j0,v )1573713E+0U9 5*3995573L.+0O,
2 5.655Z054tE+oo, 5*92541t54E+O0, oo.21i:97dE+o0, 69.'i44d79E+0Ov
2 6*8361620E+00, 7*1780546E+UU, 7.!)419812E+009 7*9299605E+0O,
2 8.344z44iL+uO, 691813513+UO 9e/bi21024E+UU9 9.7716694L+00/
DATA( F4At I) ,1=51, lo /
2 1C031 627E+01, 1.0 1001l4-u1vT 1Cl5474i5E+Ui9 ie.43l038E+01,
2 1.298483ZE+ )1, 193797611L+ui, i.4bb32iUE+O1, 195b!5Ob73E+01.
2 1.6710487E.+Ol, 1*1814863L+Ui, i*9156091E+01% 2.0576979E+01.
2 2.215]398E+'1,) 2o3904986E+u1,j 2.5866029E+01, ?.8068606E+01.
2 3C0554U/UE+jl, 3C3312 IL+UIT 3C65877?IL+Uit 4.02 15 05L+019
-105 -
2 494535078Et-01 4,9489238E+U1, 5. 297872E+01, 6.2168873E+O1,
2 '790377Zb9E1+u1, 6.02931O7.+01., 9*2423422.+01It 1*0747t$19E+02,
2 1*2641590L+Uzg 1.509194iTE+Ui, 1.8-i1O120E+02. 2o1665'762E+02,
2 2.876.s837EI+U2, 3*1b71,b68E+029 t)*416995E+02t 794249041E+029
2 1*1634881E+03% 2.'(J745753Es-3, 4*6822333E+039 I.8789967E+04/
DATA(F5A(1),1=1% 59)/ 0. 9 2e74914iE-Q195*!?O459b2E-O1v
2 t82696846E-o1, 1*1050180E+Oo, 1.3851315E+00O, 1.6678408E+0Oo
2 1*9536883E+C O, 2*2432295E+Uog e* 73 J+0 2.b35b944E+OO,
2 3.13 6161E+U0, 3*45U0330E.+UU, 3C7b70041E+0U, 4.0914178E+009
2 4*4239953E+uio, 4.7654945E+009 5*1167138E+OUt 5.4784962E+OO,
2 5-8517341E+00, 6oZ373745E+UJ0, b*6364245E+O00 790499568E+009
2 7.4791171E+uOo 7.9251312E1+Uo, 8*3893125E+00, 8*8730716E+0o.
2 9*3779257E+uIO, 9*9055097E+00, 100457586E+01 I 1*1036068E+01,
2 1C1643017E+01, lC2280673E+UIT iC2951473E+OIT 1*3658065E-01,
2 1.4403336E+Ol, 1#5190438E4-01, 1*b022818E+01, lob9O4250E+01.
2 1C7 38 77E+01, IC 831251FL+OIT IC d8b3ddE+OiT 2ol009798E+Q1o
2 2-2207604E+olJ 2 ,3486560E+019 Z*4854161E+01, 2*6318738E+O1.
2 2o7689564L+i,- 2,*9516990E+0l, 15.1392t5dbE-I9 3*3349. Z2E+019
2 3o54bi7b3E+ou, :3.1746313L+UI, '+.022I4dbE+OI, '4o29ObL34tL+Uiv
2 4*583U332E+i 1, 4*9014836E+01, D.Z492b22E+01, 596299036L+01/
DATA( F5A( I)91I::6O, 100 1/
2 b.0474671LE+01, b.5066298E+Ult 7.012t3000E+UI, 7.5722544E+O1,
2 8*1923058E+C01. 8*8815087E+Ult 9*6499133E+01,1lo0509380E+029
2 1*1473976E+02, I.s2560462eL+U29 1*3788928E+02, 1.5183581E+029
2 1*b773775E+')2, .8595332E+029 2o0692274E4029,2@3119103E+020
2 2.5943838E+,')29 2*9252105E+029 3.3152094E+029 3.7785L 38E+02,
2 4*333U926E+)29 5*Q027714L.-02, 5*819ZZ3bL+OZ* 6*82b51978E+029
2 8*0793J74E+:)2, 9*bb35414E+U2* 191694491E+039 lo4342207E+o3P
2 1*786U852E+)3s 2.b2641687Lt-3, 2*9307839E+039 3.8892080E+039
2 5*3189242L+3 1*55Q2829E+U39 l.1 3b044E+04, 1*77877b9E+U4,
23.064Z697E+04, 5*9664177E+4-U4 i*4098798E+O5, 4*7435b06E+05,
2 3o783U331E+(U6/
LATA(FbA(I)v.(=l, 59)/ 7*8~540id4E+009 7od5556'43E+00,7.td6O2;O71E+00v
2 7*8679533E+00o, 1*8788175E+00, 7e8928191E+QO, 7*9099b4E+009
2 7*9303414E+U0,g 7*9539300L+U00, 7.98Q7924E+Q0, 8*0109779E+OO,
2 8.0445422E+1)0, 43C0815478E+0O9 o1220643E+009 8*1661682E+0Oo
2 892139 440E+iOo, 8,265483 E+009 8.3208885E+O0, 8938'02672E+Oo,
2 8*4437389E+1)0* 1395114321E+UU, 8*5834860E+0O, 8.b600507E+OO,
28C7412 3E+1)0# C 273737E+OOT C 184 52E+009 *0148555E+Oot
2 9.1166732E+too, 9q2241836E+U0, 9.i376399E+0oo 9*4573150E+o,
2 .583502 E+,o C7165205E+00, * 567093E+OO,+ 1*00'04438E+o
2 1*0160104E+4-)l1, i0324138E+01, 1C0497005E+O1, lo0679206E.-olt
2 1*0871287E+i)lp 1*1073839E+Ulo 1.1Z87501E+or9 .15129701+019
2 1*17510U5E+,)1, lo2002430E+Ult 192268144E+Q1, 1*2549132L+o1,
2 1.2 46467E+,)1, :LC316132 E+019 1C-3495011E+Oiv lo3848932E+O1,
2 1*422465E+j,)l L*46Z3916L.+Ul-j I.548615E+o1, le!'5OOU68E+Ui1.
2 1*5983024E+,)1, 1.64976 3E+01, i.7047788E+O1,' 1*7636566E+01f
lri8267678E+Jlv' i.8945226E+01, 1.9b73837E4-Ul' 2*04587L1OE+0l,
2e 1305867L+,I 2922 21971E+Q1, Z*3Z14764E+Ui9 2*.e93O85E+o1,
*4710i-E+01, 2o674860UL+U1, Z@815IZU9E+uI9 Z*9b908b6E+O1,
3.1386243E+019 3*3259352L+01, J*5J362 9UE+O1,9 3.7648184E~+01,
2 4C0232417!L+Olt 4C31342O1tE+UIT 4C640 b44E+O1T 5*0123481E+o1,
2 5s43b/73.+jis, *.v231b0L+U., b*4d63,)OOL+J, 76i4; 94ziL+Uio
- 106-
2 7*9151I9bE+O1. d~d3Zl653L+U1. 9.9333228t+0i1.I-'oZ72193E+O2,
2 1.2 2355 IL+UZ9 IC4 4321L+U29 lC764lbdiE+029 2*1104560E+02,
2 2.57bUblbE+029 3e2Z35870L+v2, 4.1630690E+02, 5*6O28454E+02#
2 7o9777874E+029 1*2326001E+U3, e-*1666353E+039 4,8210180E+03P
2 1. 06 072E4-04/
VATAUF7AU+),91.g 5 U/ 6C2 32000E+00, be2845747E+OO9b.2887012E+O0,
2 6-2955873E+)0,9 b.3052457E+UO, 6.3176945E+009 6.33'29570E+00*
2 6.351Q6i8E,00, 6,3720431E+u0, b.395940bE-00, 694227999E+009
2 6*4526727E+'),, 694856166E+009 b.5216958E*00, 695609815E+009
2 6.603!)5i4+' )0, 6,'-4 4 11E+o, 6*698k89i7E+009, 697518606E+000
2 698085018E+,")0, 6.8689366E+00* b.9332940E+00, 7*0017134E+0O.
2 7*U74345E+,J0, 7el5l3519tL+U0, 7*2329084E+O0, 7*3192034E400,
2 7*4104401E+,:O, 7.5068376E+Q0, 796086319E+00O, 7e716O77'4E+00o,
2 7*8294482E+0)o, i.9490401L-00, 8.o75172iL+009 892081888E+O0,
2 8*3484623E+:)O, 83.4963949E-*- 6*65241-19E+U-o 8*8170147E+00,i
2 8e9906842E+J) 9*1739847L+U00, 9o3bi5184E+009 9o5719399E+o,
2 9.7879622E+U)O, 19U016362E+Ulg laUZ57989E+01. 190513769E+Q1,
2 1*0784718E+01, 1.1071 4 E+O1, 1.1376685L+01, 1*1700271E+Q1,
2 1.2044190E+3,1 1*2410079E+Uli I.2799751E+Q1, 1*3Z15Z14E+01,
2 1.36587UUE+tO1, 1*4132695tA-U1, 1*4b39974E+Ql, 1*5183b42E+01/
DATA(F7A(I),I:=6J,100)/
2 1.57671835E+iu1 i*b394521Lt-01, io7U7007bE+Oiv 1*779dd:)6kE+01
2 198586546E+1)19 lo9439621L.+01, Z903bS486t+olp ;2.37/-6,7E+Ol,
2 2*247u863E+iJ1, 2*36Y14 IL+Jlt Z*49blbd4E+Uo 2*b4348I1E+01,
2 2. 03u 11E+iQ1, 2o "1 726 E+Ulq 3C1759i45E+ol* 3*3946705E+01,
2 3.6396ZiOL+tul, 3*915l565L+Ol% 4t9e266341E+Uit 4s5d0b'+56E+01,
2 4C 537b4E+01T 5C4510 25E+01, 5o 90 iIIE+01T 6bZ1IZi3E+Q1,
2 7.364U975E+1ul, 892480692E+01, 9*3116396E+O1, l.0607436E+U29
2 1,2208965E+029 lo4221431E+U2, leb799712L+02v 2*0179468E+029
2 2o473ib660E+J29 391081241E+02,g 4*U3i14b3E+02* 5*4489157E+029
2 7C7 2 615E+02T 1C20 46 E+039 2C1359358E+03T 4o7745321E+03,
2 l.8975671E+)4/
DATA(F8iA(I),i=l# 59)/ 0. o Zo749744ZE-O1,s.9504596ZE-o1,
2 8.26 6846E-31, 1910:)0180L+O0, 19Jd8'1315'L+00% 1*66784U8E+0Q,
2 19953b883E+Do, 2.2432295L+00,. -*5370353sE+OOP 2o8356944E+oO,
2 3e13 61b1E+:)O, 3.45U0330L+uU,- j.7670041L+UQ9 4.,0914178E+0o,
2 4*4239953E+J0*14.7654945L+UQ, 5*1167138E+O00 5*4784962L+00,
2 5.8511341E+JU, b*2313745E+uU, 6*b3b4245L+uU, 7o04995,b8E+00,
2 7.47911/iE+DO, 7.9251312E+UO* d.33i93125E+00, dot5730716E+UOP
Z 9.3779?.-5'IE+Jo 999055097E+U0, i*04575t6bEiQl* 1.103b66E+D1,
2 1.1643017E+D1, 1,2280673E+ul, i*.29 51473E+Oo 1*3658065E+01,
2 1*44U33336E+01, 1*5190438E+Ul, l.b02281bE1-U1, 1.6904250E+01,
2 l.7838877E+DM, l.883l251E+OI, 1*98b382E+01, 2*100979B't+01,
2 2o22076u4E+UI, 2C3486560E+Q1, 2448541b1E4-01s 2*6318&13SE401%
2 2o7889564E+Ui, 2*9576990E+U1, 39139256bE+01, 3,334934ZE+01,
2 3e5461763iL+Ul, 3.7/4631JE+Oi, 4*UeZI48bE+O1, 4*29082e34E+O1.
2 4*583Q332E+019 4*9014B36E+Ulv 5.2 4 92622E+Do1 5.6299036E+01/
DATA(F8A(+)9I=609100),
2 6.0474671E+01, t,.50b629&dE+Olt 7*012$OOOE+0i, 7*5722 44E+Qlo
Z 8*1923u5bE+U1, 83.db15087E+Ui 996499133t+u1, 1.U5093diOL+U29
2 1.1473916E+02, 1*2560462L+OZ9 1931d892bt-+OZ* 1.5l83581E+U2,
1.6-173-115E+02, 1.659533dE+u)2,. 2.0692214E+U2, 2,3119103E+02.
2 2o.5945i836L4CU), ?.9252105L+Jh, 3*31ts2b94E+02q 3*.7852i38E+02P
2 4.333v i'6t4 l, ').JUO77j4t+UZ, I 'D ea-*U2, .b2!1978t+Ut',
-107-
.2 8.07 3374E+029 9*6635414E+o'2, 1.1694491Es-03, 1.l4342207E+039
2 1.786U8t'2E+03, 2oZb41687E+039 2o9307839E+039 3,8892080E+03#
2 5 .3189242E+039 7.5502829L+039 1*1236044E+04, l.7787769E+049
'3o0642697E+04, 5.9664177t-.-u9 1.4098798E.059 49'743!)606E+05#
2 '-.78331E+06/
DATAUF AU+DT+31T 5 D/ JC570UQOOL+01, 1.b7l4186E+o1,1.573Z762E+olq
2 1.5763777E+019 1*5807315L+UJ1, io5d6349-3E+o1,'1.5932463E+0lv
2 1.6UI414L+(1, 1.6iu956btL+ui, i.b?-lblbSE+Ul9 1*b34056b9E+019
2 1.6471061E+(.11, 1.bb628O45L+U1, 196793950E+Olt 1*6975252E+O1,
2 1.7l7'24t8E+(.ilp 1*7386207L+ult 1.761707E4-01 1.7865781E+Olt
2 1.813-3084E+(i1, 1*6419816E+O1, 1@8726884E+O1, 1*9055274E+01,
21.9406U60E+ilo 1.9780411E+U1, 2.0179599E+O1, 2*0605007E+O1,
2 2*105814UEi-Lf1 2-.1540637E+019 2*2054280E+a1, 2.2601014E+019
2 2 ,318'2956E+ul), 2,3802416E+01, 2.4461916E+01, 2*5164214E+01,
'2 2o5912323E+.)1, 2.67O9545E+Ul, 2&7559497E+019 2*8466152E+019
2 2s943J873L+0l, 3.U46-7462t+UI, 3*15,722i3E+O1, 3o2753965L-01,
2 3.4019175E+Iu, 3,5374992E-.Ols 3i9bd29344E+01, 3*8391041E+019
Z2 4e0069889E+O1, 4,lt$/6827L+U1, 4*3824019L-01, 4*592537E..-q1
2 4*8195974E+01,p 5*0653281E+Ult 5*3316765E4019 5o6Z08481E+01,
2 5,93513433E+O1, 6.2780C45Ez+Ulo 6o6520729E+Ol, 7oU612547E+ol/
DATA(F9ACI),1::60100)/'
2 7 .5098017E+01, 8*0026O82E+U1, 8.5453271E+01, 9o1445119E+01,
2 9*8077892E+J1, 1o0544071E+029 191363815E+029 l.2279350E+o2,
2 1*3305279Eg-32, 1,4458987E+U2, io57612k31E+029 1*7237209E+02,
2 1C8 17108E+,)2T 2oO837956E+'2, 2.3045146E+02, 2*5594812E+02,
2 2o8556931E+:)2, 3.2019491E+0'29 3*6094160E+U2, 4*0924100E+029
2 4.66 4873E-*9, t5.3649902&-0'2, t~eel1'740E+02t 7o?2519715E+02,
2 8*5466744E+J)2t IsUI793 ZE-.-O, 1.2Z68'27E+03, 1*498615,7E+O39
2 1*8591183E+y3, 293480042E+03,- 3*0283905E+03io 49OO47739E+03,
2 5o458)62bL+:)3, 79123S2913L+U3, Lo14573UtsL+04q 1.80tZ'7:JZE+o49





13 FO-MAT (54H- THE AMPL+TUDE OF -ES,-ONSE OlIGrL
1 E14o7,M O opPOORQ AGe 114 FORMAT (54H PHIASE AN(oLE L)IFFtRENCL (LbcRtt) A S'QA1
1 [14.7,/Il)
15 FORMAT (iH1)
16 FORMAT (54H THE (ULSSED AMPLlTUDE 01F Rt.SPONbL 9
1 E14*7,/)
17 FORMAT (5(E14..7,6X)P/)
18 FORMAT ( XHJL=1X3HgibH(LUi=4)6UI=9AHWR/
1 SEC)=)
19 FORMAT (Fl0.5v7(Ll4o/,1X)v/)
20 FORMAT C2X3HH.A=,5X,6HFI C1)29X)bt-IFI (3)=99X3HFA=,12X,6HFI (7)=,9X,3H
1DAq13X94HDAO~vl1X,2HF=)
21 FORMAT (54H THE CHARACTE-ISTIC. I-RLCUENCY
1 E14*49/)
22 FORMAT (54H THIE NONDIMENSIUNALlZtu 1-RE(uUENC:Y
1 E14C4,/L)
23 Fo-MAT (+5,5XPc7F'Lo.5))
24 FORMAT (54H IA LLNRO-URDtk Ail4PLITUL)L OF RESPUNSE
- 108 -
1 E14.7,/)
25 FORMAT (54H THE NOND+MENSIONALIZED UPPER RESPONSE.
1 E14*7,/)
26 FORMAT (54H THE NONDIMENSIONALILLU LOWER RESPONSE= -
1 E14.7,/)
BKS=C1, BCS=C2, AN1=N1=2.5, AN2=N2=2.5, TOL 15 THE TOLERANCE OF
ERROR AALLOWED FOR THE SOLUTION, bMASS IS IN SLUG9 AND DELTA 15
STEP IN INCHES.
AG(I)v AND AO(Il) ARE I SERIES OF THE GUESSED VALUES OF AMPLITUDES
A ANU AU RESPECTIVELY. ON(i) THE GUESSED VALUES OF THE DYNAMIC
LOAD IN LbF. WN(I) ARE SERIES OF THE NONDIMENSIONALIZLED FREQUENCY
TO BE USED IN THE CALCULATION.
-EAD 129 BKS, BCS, AN1, AN2
-EAD 12, HO, :MASS' DELTAT TUL
READ 239 IG, (AG(I),l=1,IG)
-EAD 239 IG, (AUG(1),I=1 +G6)





















PRINT 17,US, HO, BMASS, DELTAe W
PRINT 22, WB ORIGINAL PAGE IS











THE AMPLITUDE OF A FOR W=0., AOO. IS ESTIMATED bY LINEAR INTLERPSITION.















+F (+D-1D 45, 45, 46






























































PRINT 199HAP FIll), FI(3)9 FA9 FI(7), DA DAOv F
PRINT 109 FAO, DEL, 0
ITER = ITER+l
IF (A.LL.U.) (.O TO 1
AOB=ABS(AO)
AAO=ABS(A-AOB)
IF (AAO.GT.HOMAX) GO TO 1
IF (ITER.GT.15) GO TO I
IF (ABS(DA).GI.TOL) GO TO 103














ORGONAL PAGE ISOr POOR QUALITy
Card Format (8F10.5)
BKS Value of cI for the stiffness of the gas film force
in lbf.
BCS Value of c2 for the damping of the gas film force in
lb f/ips.
AN1 Power n for the stiffness force iu terms of gas film
thicknels.
AN2 - Power n2 for the damping force in terms of gas film
thickness.
Card 2 Iormat (8F10.5)
HO - Normalized gas film thickness at equilibrium.
BMASS M .ass of the step ring in response in slug.
DELTA . Step depth of the pad in inches.
TOL - Convergence factor for the amplitude iteration.
Card 3 Format (15, 5X, (7F10.5))
IG - Total number of the guessed amplitude A of the
response.
AG(I) Array of the guessed amplitude A of the response.
Card 4 Format (IS5, 5X, (7F10.5))
IG - Total number of the guessed amplitude Ao of the response.
ADG(I) - Array of the guessed amplitudes Ao of the response.
Card 5 Format (15, 5X, (7F10.5)
LQ - Total number of the force excitation to be investigated
in the production run.
QN(I) - Array of amplitude of force excitation in lbf.
Card 6 Format: (15, 5X, (7F10.5))
LW - Total number of the normalized forcing frequencies ro
be investigated.
WN(I) - Array of normalized forcing frequencies.
- 112-
If the sixth input statement is located within the doloop of
IQ = 1, LQ, LQ sets of card 6 are required.
- 113 -
PROGRAM RSRKIT(INPUTOUTPUI,PUNCH,TAPE99)
COMMON Y, DY, ATABL, RTABLI IFVD, X, DX,Ws OK, ,C, OQ AMASS, DELTA
COMMON HO, TLAST, AY, FAC, Wb2, HON1, HON2. HOPNI, HOPN2,AN1AN2
COMMON XA, TA, XTA, IA, IA2, OXI, WLb, W09 OLOPE TLW, wbO, XU
DIMENSION Y(2), DY(2)9 ATAoL(2), -TAOL(2), WO-K(18)
DIMENSION XA(1000), TA(1000), XTA(1000)
EXTERNAL DERIV, CNTRL, GRAPH
11 FORMAT (8F10.5)
12 FORMAT (54H MASS OF THE SEAL (SLUb) *
1 E14.3,/)
13 FORMAT (54H DEEPTH OF STEP oIb~CNTINUITY (IN)
1 E14.3,/)
14 FORMAT (54H NCNUIMENSIONALIZED tuUILIbRIUM POSITION, HO
1 E14.3,/)
15 FORMAT (54H FREOUENCY OF PLRIOUIC FORCE, W (RAD/SEC)
1 E14.3,/)
16 FORMAT (54H AM:PLITUOE OF THE PERIOOiC FUONC APPLILU (LbS)
1 E14.3,/)
17 FORMAT (54H NONUIMLNSIONALIZv L) 0AMPINU CLQtICILT OF bAS FILM s
1 E14.3,/)
18 FORMAT (60H NONDIMLNSIONALIZLU MULTIPLE uF sTIFFNESS a UISPLACtH
INT, K*E14.3,/)
19 FORMAT (54H NONDIMENSIONALIZLO UISPLACEMLNT
1 E14.3,/)




31 FORMAT (7X,23HDATA (XA(IA)lA=1, 70)/,2Lt4.o,1H,))
32 FORMAT (5X,1H2,1X,4(E14.6,lH,))
33 FORMAT (7X,22HDATA (TA(IA),IA=i,V4)/,4(FY.,IHq))
34 FORMAT (5X,1HS,1X,(F9.5,1H,))
35 FORMAT (7X26HUATA (XTA(IAP),IAP=1,360)/,t(L14.6,1H,))
36 FORMAT (5X1H2,IX,4(E14.6,1H,))
40 FORMAT (52H ERROR RETURN, UX=0
41 FORMAT (52H NORMAL RETURN ,/)
42 FORMAT (52H ERROR RETURN, VAKIAbLt INTERVAL MODE ONLY
TLAST IS THE FINAL TIME OF THE INTERVAL ifN INTEGRATION.
TLW IS THE FINAL TIME THAT THE ,MOOTH VARIAIIUN OF FREQUENCY E Ni.
WLB IS THE FINAL NONDIMENSIONALIZED FREQOENCY TO BE JSED IN THE
TECHNIC OF SMOOTH VARYING FREuULNCY*
Y(1), Y(2), X ARE INITIAL CONDITIONS OF X, UX/UT, T REsPECTIVELY.
BKS=C1. BCS=C2. UELTA +b STtP iN INCHL°. 5S IS UYNAMIC LUAU IN
LB. AM IS MASS OF THE PAL) IN sLUG. W I. THE NONOIMENblUNALILED
FREQUENCY. AN1=N1=2.5, ANL=NZ=Z.: oXI I Trc TIiME 1NCREMcNT ; toRt..
READ 11, TLAS T , TLW, WLB
READ 11, Y(1), Y(2), X

































DEFINE X AS Y(1). AND DX/DT A, Y(2)















CALL RKb3(DERIVLNIRL ,YDYATAbtLRTAbLW ORXUX ,NIFV DIbKPiI, :,
1 IERR)















CALL 'CALL (XTA,5.0,IA l)
CALL AXIS(0.O,O.0,IHT VALUE,7940.00.0,TA(tA+I),TA(IA+2))
CALL AXIS (O.O,0.ut7HX VALULE-798.,90.0,XA(IA1),XA( IA+))
CALL AXIS (1.C,0.O,8HXT VALUE,-8,8.0,90.0XTA(IA+I),XTA(IA+2))
CALL LINL (TAXA,IA,11,o0)
CALL LINE (TA,XTAIA,,1,3)
CALL SYMBOL (3.U,9.0U.20,l6HPLOT OF X V.5. TO.0,16)
CALL SYMBOL(4.0,1O.O,.020,20hPLOT OF DX/DT V.S. TO.015)
CALL ENDPLT









DIMENSION Y(2), DY(2), ATABL(2), 
-TABL(Z), WORK(18)
DIMENSION XA(100I ), TA(1000), XTA(1000)
COMMON Y, DY, ATABL, RTABL, I-VO, X, DX,W, BK, BC Q, AMASS, ULLIA
COMMON HO, TLAST, AY, FAC, Wb2, HONI, HON2, HOPNI, HUPN2,ANlAN2








DIMENSION Y(2:, DY(2), ATABL(2), RTABL(2)
DIMENSION XA(.000), TA(100U), XTA(1000)
COMMON Y, DY, ATABL, RTAbL, IFVU, Xg UX,w, bK, bC, O, AMASS, LULIA
COMMON HO, TLAST, AY, FAC, W62, HONi, HUON , HOPNI, HOPN2,ANIAvi
CUMMON XA, TAs, XTA, IA, IAZ, DXI, WLb,, Wbo -LUPE ILW W8U, X,
51 FORMAT (5X,Ib,4(E146,6X))
54 FURMAT (54H THE DISPLACEMLNT IS OUT OF RANGt
IF Y(1) IS LESS THAN -4,, OR Y(1) IS GREATLR IHAN hO, TERMINAIE
THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION.
AY=ABS(Y(1))
It (AYGT.4.U 'jO TO 2















PRINT 51 9 IADX, X, Y(I1), Y(2), WB









COMMON Y, DY, ArABL, RTABL IFV), X, DXvW, BK, BC Qq AMASS, UELrA
COMMON HO, TLAST, AY, FAC, Wb2, HON1, HON2, HOPN1, HOPN2,AN1ANZ
COMMON XA, TA, XTA, IA, IA29 DXI, WLU, WBo, LOPE, TLW, WBO, X
DIMENSION Y(2), DY(2), ATABL(2) RTABL(2), WORKI18)








Card 1 Format (8F10.5)
TLAST - Final normalized time in radian for the integration.
TLW - Final normalized time in radian for the changing of
'P during the integration.
WLB - Final normalized forcing frequency.
Card 2 Format (8F10.5)
Y(1) - The initial value of X.
Y(2) The initial value of X, i.e. dX/dT.
X The initial time, Ti for the integration.
Card 3 Pormat (8F10.5)
BKS - Value of c in lbf.
BCS Value of c2 in lbf/ips.
QS - Value of q in lbf.
AM - Mass of the ring in response in slug.
DELTA - Step depth, 6 in inches.
HO - Normalized equilibrium gas film thickness.
WB - The initial normalized excitational frequency.
Card 4 Format (8F10.f)
ANI - Value of n1 which is 2.5 in the case being investigated
here.
AN2 Value of n2 which is 2.5 in the case being investigated
here.




DIMENbION SA(50) b8(50), 3C(bU). SD(50), SE(50). SF(50)
DIMENSION P0(50), PCR(50), PCI(50), DX(50) C(100), A(70,70)
DIMENSION CI(z,3,5U), SUBV(50), VI(20)
DIMENSION XX(100). B(50,3), BH(50), AH(50). CH(50)
COMMON Ul, ALAM, Hl, TOL, NL, NZ, B2o NLl N219 NP9 NP19 NL2. NL3
COMMON H2, H13, H23, HSUM
COMMON bA, SB, SC, SD, SE, SF
11 FORMAT (4F10.4,315)
12 FORMAT (8F10.5)
13 FORMAT (54H THE THRESHOLD FREQUENCY OF THE STEP SEAL
1 E14.4,/)
14 FORMAT (54H THE SQUEEZE FILM PARAMETER
1 E14.4,/)
15 FORMAT (54H THE BEARING NUMBER
1 E14.4,/)
16 FORMAT (54H MASS
1 E14.4,///)
17 FORMAT (54H RATIO OF MIN CLEARANCE HEIGHT TO DIFF. IN CLEARANCEb ,
1 E14.4,/)
18 FORMAT (54H THE 1ST ORDER PRESSURISED LOAD
1 E14.4,/)
19 FORMAT ((8E14.4)9/)
20 FORMAT (54H THE POINTS ARE TOO FEW
21 FORMAT (54H A AND/OR B IS OUT OF RANGE OF TABLE )
22 FORMAT (54H THE GUESSED THRESHOLU FREQUENCY OF THE STEP SEAL
1 E14.4,/)
23 FORMAT (52H THE GRID DIFFERENCE 9/)
24 FORMAT (52H THE ZERO ORDER PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ,/)
25 FORMAT (54H THE VALUE OF SMALLNESS
1 E14.4,/)




30 FORMAT (52H THE IMAGINARY PART OF COMPLEX PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION,/)
31 FORMAT (52H THE REAL PART OF COMPLEX PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ,)
32 FORMAT (54H THE RATIO OF WIDTH OF STEP WITH HEIGHT Hl
1 E14.4,/)

































THE COEFFICILNT: OF SMALL A, B, C, D, Et F AT EACH GRID POINT AKL






















































CALCULATE ELEMENTS OF (A) AND (C) IN THE EUUATION AX=C








































































DO 69 J=l, NL2
69 PCR(J+1)=XX(.J)








































































*- * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * INTEGOO2
*INTEGO03
SUBROUTINE INTEG 
*INTEGO04S ---- + 
-*INTEGO05
*INTEGO06INTEGRATES THE NON EQUIDISTANTLY TABULATED FUNCTION F(X(l)) *INTEGO07
BETWEEN THE LIMITS A AND B. *INTEGOO
*INTEGO09
A MODIFIED METHOD OF OVERLAPPING PARABOLAS IS LMPLOYEU. *INTEGO1O
*INTEGO11
A SECOND ENTRY POINT OINTEG2' 1I PROVIDbo FOR MORE THAN ONE *INTEGO12INTEGRATION ON THE SAME DIVISIONS OF X. THIS SAVES THE TIME *INTEGO13





A LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION. *INTEGO17B UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION. *INTEGO18
X ARRAY OF ARGUMENT VALUES. MUST BE MONOTONICALLY *INTEGO19INCREASING AND MUST Et DIMtNSIONED NP* *INTEGO20
F ARRAY OF FUNCTION VALUES. MUST BE DIMENSIONED NP. *INTEGO21
NP NUMBER OF PUINTS. 4P MuST BE ORtATLR THAN 3. *INTcG022
VALUE RESULTANT VALUE OF THE INTEGRATION. *INTEGO23
C WEIGHTING FUNCTION PASStO TO THL MAIN PROGRAM *INTEGO24
FOR STORAGE* 
*INTEGO25






*INTEGO30THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION C IS bTORED IN THE MAIN PROGRAM AND *INTEGO31
REQUIRES THE FOLLOWING DIMLNSIN STATtMtNT WHtRE U.G.NP, *INTCGO32
DIMENSION C(2,3,D) 
*INTEGO33
*INIEGO34ERROR INDICATIONS - *INTEGO3
*INTEGO35IERR = U INDICATES NO ERRUR. 
*iNTEGOjoIERR = 1 INDICATES NP IS LESS TmAN 4. *INTEGO37IERR = 2 INDICATES THE LIMITS UF INTEGRATION ARE OUT OF *INTEGO38
THE RANGE OF THE TABLE. *INTEGO39
*INIEG040
EDWARD G. TRACHMAN 8 JULY 1970 M.E. DEPT. 492-5640 *INTEGO04
*INTEGO42
~ *~ * * * * * * ** ** *INTEG043




NP MUST BE GREATER THAN 3 INILO47
IF (NP.LE.3) GO TO 96 INftG048INTGS49







DO 20 I=1,NH INTLGO56
IF (I.EO.1) GO TO 15 INTEGO57
INTEGO58
DEFINE COEFFICIENTS OF FIRST PARABOLA INTEG059
INTEGO60
C(1 ,I)=-(H(I))**3/(6 .*H(I-1) *(n (I- )+H(1))) INTEG061
C(1,2,1)=H(I)*(3.*H(I-1)+H( ))/(6.*H I-1)) INTEGO62
C(19,3, )=H(I)*(3.*H(I-1)+2.*H(1))/(6.*(H(I-1)+H(1))) INTEG063
15 CONTINUE INTEGO64
IF (I.EQ.NH) GO TO 20 INTEGO65
INTEGO66
DEFINE COEFFICIENTS OF SECOND PARABOLA INTEGO67
INTLG068








INITIALIZE SUMMATION VARIAbLE INTEG077
INT G078
VALUE=0.0 INTLG079
IF (B-A) 40,91,30 INTEGO8O
INTEGO81
B IS GREATER THAN A INTEGO82
INTEG083
30 ALIM = A INrTEGOB4
BLIM = B INItGO05
SIGN = 1.0 INTEGOb6
GO TO 5U INTEG087
INTEGO88
A IS GREATER THAN 6 INTEGO89
INTEGO90
40 ALIM = B IiT EG091
BLIM = A INTEGO92
SIGN =-1.0 INTt1G093
50 NH=NP-1 INTt G94
INTEGO95
SETTING THE LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION INTEGO96
INTEGO97
DO 63 I=1,NH INTEGO98
PARTA = 1.0 INTEGO99
IF (ALIM-X(I)) 61,69,63 INTEG100
61 IF (I.EQ.1) GO TO 97 INTEG101
ALIM = X(I-I) INTEG102
PARTA= XXII)-ALIM)/(X(I)-X(I-1)) INILG103
GO TO 69 INTG104
63 CONTINUE ORIGINAL PAGE IS INLctG105
69 CONTINUE OF POOR QUALITY INTG06
- 125 -
* SETTING THE'UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION INTEGIO8
* INTEG1O9
DO 73 I=I1NH INTEG110
PARTB = 1.0 INTEG111
IF (BLIM-X(I)) 71,79,73 INTEG112
71 IF (I.EQ.1) GO TO 97 INTEGII3
BLIM = X(I) INTEG114
PARTB=(BLIM-X(I-1)/(X(I)-X(I-1) INTEG115
GO TO 79 INTEG116
73 IF (I.EQ.NP) GO TO 97 INTEGII?
79 CONTINUE INTEG118
INTEG119
* CALCULATION OF INTEGRAL OVER SUBINTERVAL INTEG120
i* INTEGI1l
DO 80 I=19NH INTEG122
SUBV(I) = 0.0 INTEG123
IF (X( I ).EQ.A. IM) SUBV(I)=C(2,1,I )*F(1)+C(2,2 I)*F(I+1)+C(2,3,I)* INTEG124
1F(I+2) INTEG125
IF (I-NH) 102, 103, 103
103 CONTINUE
AOX=ABS(X(I+1'-BLIM)








IF (PARTA.NE.I.OR.PARTB.NE.1) SUbV(1)=PARTA*PARTB*SUbV(I) INTEGI31
t* INTEG132





* SET ERROR PARAMETER FOR NORMAL RETURN INTEGI38
* INTEG139'
92 IERR = 0 INTEG140
RETURN INTEGI41
* INTEG142
* SET ERROR PARAMETER FOR TOU FEW POINTS INTEG143
* iNTEG144
96 IERR = 1 iNEGit 45
RETURN














21 DO 50 K=1,N
IF (IPVOT(K)-1) 31,50950




































DIMENSION AA(50), bb(50), CC(50), 00(50), EEt50), FF(50), DX(501
DIMENSION A150), B(50), C(50) PU(50), DPt50), FI(50)s FIDP(50,3)
COMMON B1, ALAM, HI, TOL, NL, N2, b2, NLI, N21, NPs NP1, NL2, NL3
- 127
COMMON H2, H13, H23, HSUM







17 FORMAT (54H PRESSURE IS SMALLER THAN T AMbIENT PRESSURE
18 FORMAT (5XIS,3(6XE14.4),/)
19 FORMAT (1H1)


























FF (NP) =ALAM*( 11+H2) /4.
EE(NP)=DD(NP)+FF(NP)
104 CONTINUE















F IDP(1,.3) =AA(2 )*2z.*P ( 3 )+0U( 2)
FIDPINL2,I ) = cL(NLI)*2.*P,u I LL  )+ - ( NLI
FIDP(NLZL) = tbo(NLi ) *2.PU(NILL )+L(NL)
CALL TULLU (FIU0P,Fl,DNLe)
DO 7 I=2, NLI
PO( I )=PU( I )'+DP (I-1)
IF (PO(l)-O.) 1.1, 101, 1
IJ3 PRINT 17
DO 23 IP=1s NL1





DO 8 K=1, NL2
R=DP(K)
IF (R-RMAX) 8b b, I.2
102 RMAX=R
8 CONTINUE









SUHROUTINL IvLEU (A,qX ,iv)
,JBRUUT INL bUL.Veb , i <IDIAUUNAL DYcTIi UF LINtLA EtU!JAT 1 4 ,N
DIMENS ION A( t,,, ) , Li ), A ( ) , i bU ) , Li) D)
S1 AR I
J=N
B( 1,2 )=A(1, i2)
JJ J -I J t O
DO b K=2,JJ Q51'
IF (ABS(b(K-1I,1))-A )b( (K-1 )m)) ,  1, 4
3 B(K, 1 )=A(K,2) WU(K-1, 1 /H Ir-1 , )-A r., i)
B(K,2)=A( K, j) (K.--iI) d .- i -)
D K)=C K)b - -A(GO TO 5)/o - , )
GO TO 5
4 3 (K, )=A(2)--A( K,I) (K-1 , )/ ( ,i)
(K,2) =A(. ,)
D(K)=C(K)-A(K 1) 1i r-1 )/o ,-i.0
5 CONTINUE
7 X(J)=(C ( J) * (J- )-A(J 1 L) (- 1))/ (A -J * I -1' 1)-A (J I b J- 1 2
1))
- 129-
15 X(K) D (K) -B3 (K,2)*X( K+ 1))//t , )







Card 1 Format (5F10.4, 315)
BI - Ratio of B1/B.
ALAM - Bearing number, A.
H1 - Normalized gas film thickness, H2.
Tol - Smallness for convergence.
NL - Total grid number for the step pad including two
end points.
N2 - Total grid number for the left edge of the step pad
with H = H2.
Card 2 Format (8F10.5)
VI(I) Array of the squeeze numbers to be solved.
Card 3 Format (8F10.5)
DX(I) Array of increments of X defined as AXi = Xi+ 1 -Xi
N
such that 2 DX(I) = 1.
I=1l
Card 4 Format (8F10.5)
PO(I) - Array of the guessed zero order pressure profile Po, i
on the pad with Po, I = Po, n = 1.
